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ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY EVENING

AUbUST 30. 1900.
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CITY

NOW FULLY

IE

AT

TABLET IS

DEMONSTRATION IN NEW

GREAT BRYAN

NUMBER 210

AST
TO HERO

SOME MORE

CITY'S HOTELS ARE TAXED TO

FIGHTS

IN

An Humble Sailor Refused to Judge Alton B. Parker's Annual Address Was the
Pull Down the Flags of
Feature of Today.
His Country.

CUBA

UTMOST ABILITY TO ENTERTAIN

All

Arrangements Have Been Made With
Attention to Utmost Simplicity.
No Decorations On Streets.

One Encounter Was of Fifty
Against Fifteen and None
Killed or Captured.

GARDEN

Overflow Will Be Addressed By Other Speakers-GovernFolk of Missouri Will Preside and
Bryan Outline Platform.
New York Aug. 30. This Is Bryan
day In New York, and although the
Nebraska!!, who, last night, slept on
the yacht Illinl. on Graveaend Bay,
will not put foot on native soil until
late this afternoon, many welcoming
delegations In town were early astir,
putting the finishing touches to their
'
varied programs.
At the home of Lewis Mxon, Staple-ton- ,
where Mr. Bryan spent last evening, with personal friends, he appeared in rooust health. While Mr. Nixon
and his friends were at dinner, the
Jacob H. Tann association of
unloosed a lot of fire works.
Shortly after dinner Mr. Bryan was
serenaded by the Mt. Veinight German singing society.
Mr. Bryan refused to talk politics
during the evening. Just before he
left to
for the night on the
Illini, lie expressed himself as grateful for the kindness shown by President Roosevelt, In facilitating the
landing of himself and family.

S

TRAIN OF SOLDIERS
REACH

PROGRAM ALL ARRANGED FOR MADISON

e,

or

PINO DEL RIO

.

Havana, Aug. 30. A fight took place
last night, at Calabazar. Havana prov
ince, between fifty Insurgents and fif
teen rural guards, with the pesutt
mat we latter retreated with one
man wounded. An engagement be
tween the insurgents and the govern-ment troops is reported to have oc
curred last night, near Artemisa,
province of Plnar del Rio, near the
Havana border. The result is not
known. Several excnanges of shots
have been reported at various places
westward of Guanjay, near the Ha
vana boruer, In Plnar del Kio.
Train Load of Soldier.
A train load of troops which leit
Havana at 10 o clock, this morning,
arrived safely at the city of Plnar del
Rio. They were fired upon near Laco
and encountered scattred shots by the
way, but were unharmed.
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WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN

.

WELL ESTABLISHED HOW POLITICAL

er

New York.

music.

LAW MAKING TENDENCY

ALLEGIANCE

GATHERINGS

St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 80. The fea
Camden, Me., Aug. 30. This Is the
day set for the unveiling of the tablet ture of today's session of the Ameriin honor of William Conway, the can Bar association was the annual
sailor In the United' States navy, who, address of Judge Alton B. Parker,
at the breaking out! of the Civil War,
'
refused to haudown the American judge marker said, In conclusion:
But, as Is usual and natural in alt
flag at tbe Pensacola. navy yard, when
all the officers 'there renounced their such cases, not only the initiative, but
allegiance to the Union. Tbe pres- also much or tne effective work toence of the North Atlantic squadron, ward th accomplishment of that end,
must come from the great body of
under the command of Rear Admiral American
Their training,
Robley D. Evans, in the harbor. Is ability and lawyers.
have cast upon
lending unusual dignity to the event, them such patriotism
from
the beginnings
tasks
ot
visi
and has attracted thousands
our government to this day.
of
parts
of
tors from all
the state to this In this matter ft systematic move
city.
ment should be entered upon by the
The formal exercises In connection Bar associations of the country, from
with the celebration will be held at the greatest to the smallest, having
2 o'clock this afternoon at the Cam
for one of Its objects the education of
den Trotting Park, where seats have the public mind to
point where it
been arranged for about two thous will understand us need, and demand
and persons. The exercises at the it. In such a movement I believe the
park will be brief. The meeting will press .would earnestly Join, for the
be called to order by Thomas A. Hunt, great majority of the men who con
who will deliver an address of wel duct that mighty engine or power in
come, after the Rev. Dr. J. 8. Sewall this country are higa minded and paof Bangor, the chaplain of the Maine triotic, having the public welfare al
Commandery of the Loyal Legion, has ways at heart.
The duty ot the lawyer In the prem
delivered the opening prayer. Major
General J. I Chamberlain of Port ises Is Imperative, for he understands
land, will teWthe story ot the heroic the dangers better than any one else.
and patriotic" action of "William Con His daily work enables him to appreway, on January 12. 1861. Other brief ciate In large measure the wrongs the
addresses, by Governor Cobb and people are now suffering, and to see
A letter from the rocks la the distance ahead, to
others, will follow.
President Roosevelt win be read. ward which we are steadily drifting.
Music and singing will All the rest of Therefore, he ought to take up the
task and carry it on with energy until
the program.
After these exercises, Major J oh: our current legislation shall simply
T. Richards, commander of the Maine properly supplement such part of our
Commandery of tlm' Loyel Legion, will present law whether common or
unveil the bronze tablet, donated statute as has justified Its existence.
jointly bv the people of Camden
Our association, it seems to me, can
wbere: (Jvaway was born, ana ey we not better Justify Itself, or more ef
Maine Commandery oi tne joyai fectively exert Its influence in our soLegion. The tablet has been attached ciety, than fcytaklng up
to an immense boulder, provided by and placing Itself at the head ot ait
the town of Cam Ion. A saiute of 21 well devised movements for the cor
at rectlon ot evils which have become so
guns will be llred by tr-Df lue tablet.
obvious.
the unveil
this.-"wor-

FRANK7 HIPPLE

IN

THE

ROCKY

war-ship- s

DEATH

GOLDEN JUBILEE OF

80NS OF

News Was Suppressed

Fear of Run on
the Bank.

HERMANN.
New Haven, Conn., Aug. 30. The

golden jubilee of
For Nevada Democrats and Sll celebration of the lodge.
Order Sons
the National grand
was ushered la this
of Hermann,
verites Meet. Adopt Platmorning with a cannon salute in Lion
During the early morning
form and Nominate.
Park.

PLACED GUN MUZZLE
IN MOUTH

AND SHOT

30. Coroner
Philadelphia, ' Aug.
King, of Montgomery county, admitted

today that Frank Hippie, president of
the Real Estate Trust company, wao
was found dead In his home last Fri
day, committed suicide.
Suppressed for Bank's Sake.
Coroner King said he decided to
suppress the fact for a few days in
order to prevent a run on the trust
company. The coroner stated that
Hippie placed the muzzle ot a .38
caliber revolver In his mouth and shot
himself.
Plan for Reorganization.
Receiver Earle said today that the
plan for reorganization of the Real
Estate Trust company was to ask the
creditors to take preferred stock In
the trust company for their claims,
and appoint their own officers in the
company. This he le.lt assured would
give the creditors their only chance
to get their money back dollar for dol- lar.

T MORE
TION POSTOFFICE SITE

ks

-

EXAMINING

Washington, Aug. 27.
Custodian of Site, United States
Postolhce, Albuquerque, N. M.:
Dear feir:
Find herewith
blanks for electric service data,
heating service data, and sewerage, water anil gas service data,
which you will please till in, with
reterciite to the site in your custody, and return them to this office as s.jon as possible.
Respectfully,
W. H. GILLESPIE.
Acting Supervising Architect.

MAGISTRATE

WAS A REVOLUTIONIST
OSAWATOffllFS FIESTA Kiev, Russia, Aug. 30. Prequisttlon
at the residence of M. Mluoiko, exam
inlng magistrate for political crimes
has led to the startling dlscov.
here,
CONTINUED
WAS
ery that he was a member of the, revolutionary committee and that his residence was headquarters for the propOsawatomie, Kas, Aug. 30. Here, aganda In this vicinity.
today, on the battlefield where half a
century ago an armed conflict over
FIFE IS
slavery took place, Vice President NEW
Fairbanks delivered a stirring address
to tlono persons. Tbe occasion was
the celebration of the fiftieth anniverT
sary of the battle of Osawatomie, in
which John Brown was the central
Mr. Fairbanks tfpoke of the
figure.
stirring times that led up to the borNew C'hwang, Aug. 30. Japan's noder wars in Missouri and Kansas. He tification that it will continue Dalny
told the effect of these early strugas a free port until China provides
gles upon tin country's history and custom houses on the Russian fronthin drew a lesson for future gener- tier resulted today in the chamber of
al ions.
commerce here petitioning tho cou
sular body to suspend collection of
Money Market.
duties at New Chwang peudiug the
of Manchurian customs.
New York, Aug. 30. Money on call, regulation
per cent; The chamber of commerce maintains
strong and higher at
;
bar silur,
mercantile paper, 6f(j that the present condition threatens
(j'i per cent.
the existence of New C'hwang.

CUG'S

ff

YELLOW

hours the members and delegates
were received as they arrived by train
and were conducted to Colonial hall,
REPUBLICANS OF WYOMING
where luncheon was s Dread for them.
ENDORSE OUR ROOSEVELT The parade, under the direction of
Grand Marshal Henry weiaemann,
formed at 10 o'clock, and started on
Reno, Nov., Aug. 30. The joint its march about 11. One of the In- democratic silver party state conven- terestlng features of the parade was
Hon met aere yesterday and organ- - the float bearing the figure of Thus- ized, adopted a platform and made tbe nelda and her suite, consisting of
nomination of a ticket the order of twenty-fiv- e
maidens In white and
business for today. The platform en- - twenty-liv- e
others In black costumes,
dorses tbe administration of Governor and e8COrted by a group of Roman
and recommends the rfrolec- - dler.
the afternoon there will be
tion of Senator Newlands.
a grand popular celebration in LlonJ
Park, with speecnes, singing, music
WYOMING WANTS TO
dancing and feasting.
and
STANDS VERY PAT.
Casper. Wyo., Aug. 30. The repub THE NEW YORK 8TATE
FRUIT GROWERS' SOCIETY.
lican state convention today endorsed
I'reHtdent Roosevelt s administration
Fredonla. N. Y., Aug. 30. Fruit
and the work of the last congress, de- - growers from all parts of this state
dared for the stand pat policy, ap- -- are in attendance at tbe annual con- proved the policy of the Wyoming del- ventlon of the New York State Fruit
egation In congress, recommended the Growers' association, which opened its
of Senator Warren, and session here today. The sessions to- declared for a state depository and the (jay
0e devoted to the reading of
reapportionment laws by the next leg- - a nurnber of Interesting
papers by
1Blalu,eexperts, tomorrow iu"
(prominent
members in attendance will make a
poliut nuuutna win
tour through Chatauqua county, to in
THE FIRST ROUND aiiect th extensive frult industries
New ork, Aug. 30. The decision of of this county
the lower court, denying the appli EARTHQUAKES EXTEND
cation for mandamus compelling the
TO PERUVIAN FRONTIER
state superintendent of insurance to
30. Heavy
Tacna. Chile. Aug.
remove from the administration ticket earthquakes
have been felt through
for trustees of the Mutual life In
to the
surance company the names of four out Tacna and Acre, extending
The panic is inde- members of the international policy frontier of Peru.
People are living in the
holders' committee, was affirmed to- - scribable.
Public square. The first shock lasted
day by the appelate division;. of the Iihlrtv,
anronda. Sllchter shocks con- supreme court. An appeal win uouoi - i - tinue.
appeals,
court
to
the
of
less be taken

'

This afternoon, K. W. Hopkins,
the local postmaster, received
the following important letter
from the acting supervising architect of the government, relative to matters ubout the local
federal building site:

lo
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LEGISLATIVE

,

II

si-c-

DISCUSSES

But William Conway Remained Intimates Remedy Lies In the Less
Loyal and True At Pensacola
Frequent Sessions of All Law
Navy Yard. 1861.
Making Bodies.

tin

.

OFFICERS HAD

RENOUNCE

1

mittee, nearly one thousand strong, to
nut tee, neany one tuousand strong,
takes his triumphal ride up that thor-tak- e
his triumphal ride up that thoroughfare to his hotel. No attempt has
been made to decorate the buildings
along the line of the parade, but there
will be enough people along Broadway
when the parade passes through, to
satisfy even the most exacting traveler.

--

THE

TONIGHT

Simplicity of Decorations.
accordance with the wishes of
Mr. Bryan, the committee in charge
of the arrangements for the big reception, at Madison Square Garden,
has been very economical in aecor- FOR THE NAVY
ating the enormous hall. Only the
platform and the speaker's stand have
been decorated in the national colors.
Otherwise the big hall Is unadorned.
Washington. D. C, Aug. 30. The
The hail will afford seats for about
7,000 people, and standing room for naval board of construction
is just
the preliminary
about 5,000 more. Nearly every r.eat now considering
is reserved and It is expected that plans for the torpedo boat destroyers
Cruising Around for Pleasure.
the enormous hall will be packed from which are to be built for the govern
The yacht mini, on which William one end to the other.
ment this year. The new destroyers,
J-Bryan spent last night, anchored, off
according to the tentative proposition,
Stapleton, Staten Island, early today,
will be larger than any heretofore
To Land at 4 p. m.
and after a brief stop there, the yacht
wbQ arrived at tnU porl built for this government but not as
Mf B
proceeded up the harbor and was o yesterday, accompanied ty his wife, large as some of the vessels of that
the Battery at 11:30 a. m.
In the north German Lloyd liner, type under, Construction abroad. The
Trlncesse Irene, is still on board the naval constructors iorsa that the de
Won't Talk Politic.
velopment of the destroyer will soon(
Mrs. Bryan was landed, and went to steam yacht of his friend, Edward F. bring
It into the class of the scout,
Mrs,
Mr.
and
Louis.
Goltra
of
St.
Mr.
Victoria
Hotel,
to
await
the.
Bryan's arrival this afternoon. When Bryan and Mr. and Mrs. Goltra are and already the merging Is percept
Bryan received the newspaper men, intimate friends, and have known each ible in the construction of the class
his first word to them was that he other since their school days. Accord- abroad. The destroyer has come into
would not talk politics or persons. ing to the program the yacht will a larger function in connection with
"How about Russia and the douma," steam into the upper harbor, and will the submarine, and will undoubtedly
he was asked. "No one can say," he land Air. Bryan at the Battery at 4 the expits predict, lead to the ex
replied, "what experiences
Russia o'clock this afternoon. The reception tinction of the harbor defense vessel
will pass througu in the next few committee, headed by Governor Folk of the old monitor type, and, possibly,
years, but it is possible to say that she of Missouri, will be assembled at the the torpedo boat, the functions of
is going to have an excellent form of landing, anj carriages will be in read- - which have been appropriated by its
government.
iness for Mr. Bryan and the members foe, the destroyer. The new destroy
wun me landing or Mr. uryan at G( tne committee. There will be sev- - ers wil' have increased speed and
pler A. at 4 o'clock this afternoon eral hundred carriages. After an in- Hrger rutiius of action, more power
the official reception will begin. Bryan formal exchange of greetings Mr. ful armament, and will be correspond
will go to New Haven on Friday, and Bryan, Governor Folk, Mayor Tom L. ingly more of a fighting machine of
have a reception at noon at the col Johnson of Cleveland, and Acting the deep.
lege grounds. The following day he Mayor McGowan of New York, will
REUNION OF
!" aiPBrMhg.TMVvlfbgT8rH.0vi occupy the first carriage, and will be ANNUAL THE
MATTESON FAMILY.
procession,
which
head
of
the
at
the
afternoon he will speak In Newark will move on up Broadway to Fifty-nint- h
Rensselaer, N. Y., Aug. 30. The
and Jersey City, attending a dinner
reunion of the Matteson family
street, thence east to Fifth ave- annual
given him by the New York newsis being ne.d here today at the resi
nue,
Hotel,
Victoria
and
south
to
paper men in the evening. He will
dence of Herbert R. Blood on Pros
leave New York for the west Sunday where Mr. Bryan will spend the rest pect Place, and is unusually well at
for
afternoon,
of
until
time
is
it
the
or Monday.
members
him to drive to the reception at Mad tended. Nearly one hundred
U prU of
,,hat
will'0'
No
ally'vf,T
ie
Square
Garden.
band
ison
Grand Parade Prepared.
of
York. New Hampshire,
The members of the democratic na- precede or accompany the procession. Connecticut
present.
and Vermont are
tional committee now in this city toAn Interesting program has been ar
American Simplicity Kept.
day decided on a Bryan procession
The program for the reception at ranged for the occasion, including
from the Battery to the hotel this afby an orchestra, and a number
ternoon. They will ride In carriages. Madison Square Garden Is quite sim- music
Is opened, of historical addresses by members
It was also announced that seven Ne- ple. Before theofmeeting Meropolitan
of the family. All three branches of
the
braska mayors will be included in Mr. the orchestra
Opera House will play several select- the family are represented.
'
Bryan's escort.
ions. Upon the arrival of Mr. Bryan,
the meeting will be called to order by
Attendance is Immense.
SERVICE MEN
Th eyes of the democratic party Henry M. Walker, of the committee on FOREIGN
of the United States a're upon addresses. He will introduce Governor
New
York City, today, in expec- Folk of Missouri, who, in turn, will
tation of the landing or William Introduce Mayor Tom L. Johnson of
Jennings Bryan after his tour of the Cleveland, selected to preside over
' world. For many weeks the prepara- the meeting. Mayor Johnson will
tions for the great events planned in speak only a few words before Introconnection with the arrival of the ducing Augustus Thomas, the weir
Cincinnati, Aug. 30. Nearly 3,000
great democratic leader were going known politician and playwright, who men
who have seen service in Cuba
on and now everything is in readiness will deliver the address of welcome,
Porto Rico, China, the Philippines,
Many thousands of democrats, among to which the guest of the evening will
other foreign countries, are in atthem many of the moat prominent respond. The address of Mr. Thomas and
tendance at the sixth annual convendemocratic leaders in various states, will be of an eulogistic nature, while tion of the American Society of Forare assembled in this city to do honor the response of Mr. Bryan, It is ex- eign Service, which opened here toto Bryan and attend the monster re- pected, will contain a resume of the day. One of the most important feaception which will be held at Madison present political situation and will tures nf thrt rnnt'pnllfin
La the
Square Garden this evening.
New sound the keynote of the coming pres - !amaIg;imatlon
of th0 eastern anj
York is well provided with hotel ac- - idential campaign. The address will Wftstt-rIttr a nprnllnr
commodations and it does not happen undoubtedly form the basis of VQC gtt .1 nnj Aline, t nil nrini niout littiu nraru
very often that the Influx of transient democratic campaign literature at the formed almost at the same time, one
visitors Is so great that the hotels are coming campaign and Is awaited with m tne eagt the otnt.r in the west.
overtaxed. So enormous hag been the lntenese
throughout
the Uotn adopted the same name and the
Interest
influx of democrats from all parts of country.
(same restrictions as to membership.
States,
during the past
the United
It is expected that there will be an For early one year neitner of tne or.
few days, that for the first time In enormous overflow meeting outside of ionizations knew of the existence of
many years, the hotels are overcrowdMadison Square Garden and it is pro- - tne other
At the convention of the
ed now.
posea tnat Mr. tiryan snail auuress tne wt.8tern organization
Altoona.
The whole city is on the tiptoe of meeting aner tne reception in me nan Iast year a propositiouat was made by
expectation, and, it is stated, on good It is believed that the meeting willltbe eastern organization to merge the
authority, thut nearly everybody will be a grand ovation for Mr. Bryan, andjtwo societies. This question will be
turn out this afternoon to line up on that men of all parties will be present definitely decided on at this present
Broadway when William
Jennings on that occasion to hear the silver- - convention. If the merger Is decided
Bryan, escorted by the reception coni- - tongued orator from Nebraska.
on national officers will be elected by
the convention.
ZZZZmz
GOLF TOURNAMENT FOR
NEW YORK DRAGOONS
THE HERALD CUP TODAY.;
REG. MENTAL ASSOCIATION.
MOHAVE COUNTY REPUBNew
York. Aug. 30. The annual
Portage Bridge, N. Y., Aug. 30.
golf tournament for the Herald Cup, The thirty-sevent- h
annual reunion of
LICANS ELECT DELEGATES
opened up this morning on the public the First New York Dragoons Regilink, at Van Cortlandt Park. The! mental association is being held here
tournament will continue until Satur- - today. The veterans began to arrive
v
1 1
t
quail- - here this morning,
day. This morning the
and at noon they t Special to The Evening Citiztn. 4
Kingman, Ariz., Aug. 30. Last
fying round were played, with the grouped themselves around the Portfirst round at match play between' age monument, where they were pho- 4 nigh! Mohave county republicans
in convent mn. elected four joint
the thiriy-tw- o
who qualified. The
tographed. In the afternoon the regu- a statehood
delegates to the His- and third rounds will l.e played to- - lar meeting will be held, with George
Ix t convention.
The vote stood
morrow and the semi-Anand final A. Gearhart of Buffalo as the prin'i to 13; thus bhowing that the
rounds will be played on September1 cipal speaker.
Miss Persia Gardner
opiMibition had no show what- 1.
The competition is open for all of Hunts will recite several poems, 4 ever.
Snake; everybody here a
bona-fid- e
amateurs residing in Great- - and a brass band will furnish the
feels good over the result.
Tomp-kinsvlll-

ASSOCIATION

FEVER ON BOARD
BRITISH STEAMSHIP

Philadelphia, Jug. 30. With the
second male suffering from what appears to be yellow fever, the British
steamship Eiswick Idge, from Tam-picMexico, via Norfolk, was placed
in quarantine upon its arrival today
at Delaware iinakwater.
o,

0ti-t8-

68

TODAY OF LADY
CAMPBELL-BANNE-

R

MAN

Alarienbad, Bohemia, Aug. 30.
wife ot
Lady Campbell-Bannermathe British premier, Sir Henry
nerman,
died today. She had
been an Invalid for years. She was
a daughter ot the late General Sir
Charles Bruce and was married in
.
1860.
.

n,

Campbell-Ban-

JOURNEYMEN BARBERS IN
8ESSION IN EMPIRE STATE.
Albany, N. Y., August 30. Tho
New York state convention ot Jour
neymen Barbers opened here today,
with a large attendance, representing
locals in all parts of the state. Presi
dent Lederer of the Albany local welThis evening
comed the delegates.
the delegates will be entertained at
banquet at the Hotel Belvidere. It is
exepcted that about 150 delegates will
be present.
FAIR OF MICHIGAN 8TATE

AGRICULTUrtAL SOCIETY.
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 3Q, The annual
state fair, under the auspices of tbe
Michigan State Agricultural Society,
opened here today with a large and
finer exhibition and a larger number
of premiums than In any previous
year. The fair grounds have been
greatly Improved since last year, and
several new buildings have been added. The Innes band, Knabenshue
and his airship, and other attractions,
have been engaged for the fair, which
will close on September 7. The attendance promises to be unusually
large.

MISS VIRGINIA

FINCH

IS LAID TO REST
IN

FAIRVIEW CEMETERY THE
PALL BEARERS UNIVERSITY
SUSPENDS EXERCISES.

The funeral services over the remains of Miss Virginia Finch, who
died Tuesday evening at ti:30 o'clock
after four weeks' Illness with typhoid
fever, took place this afternoon at 3
o'clock at Border's chapel. Rev. J. C.
Rollins delivering the funeral sermon.

There were many beautiful floral
offerings from the deceased's numerous friends, and the funeral cortege
was quite lengthy. The Interment
took place in Fairview cemetery, tue
pall bearers being Messrs. Louis Uun-InJoe Scottl, William Goodwin,
Ralph Dunbar, Roy Stamin and F. D.
Campbell, with an honorary escort of
members of the university senior
class, of which the deceased was a
member, composed or Messrs. Clifford
llayden,
Clancy, Kenneth
Albert
lleald, Edmund Ross, Walter Allen
aud Bernard Crawford.
As a mark of respect to their deceased classmate and university student, the afternoon exercises at the
University of New Mexico were omitted rrotu the noon hour today until
after the runeral ceremonies.
g,
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ALBUQUERQUE

1ST

TOE EVENING CITIZEN BILL
NMlskct Dally

Tke Citizen Publishing Company
I

'EM

GROW

FOR HIS WIFE
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of Bernalillo County
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la aaTaneax......

100

THE DRUG STORE
WHERE QUALITY

Otlly by Carrier. 60c per month
Braafiaa Cmm win b. dallTarad In tha
Tn
at ik tow rata af mH nr mk, or lor 60

will aanfar a furor by notifying ua
y
of tha paper.
i aa?
AM latter and ramittanwa should ba addmard to
ijrarta,
Taa (Jkriaair fubi.ikiiino
awatoffira and axpraaa money ordrra
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aaaa

Colorado

Ut

I

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

1

6

205 East Railroad Ave.

-

J

w

J

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

1

fr

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
$6
Gold Filling
$1.50 up
Painless Extracting
60c

The following are anniversaries of
events In American history occurring
during the present week, beginning
with Sunday and ending with Satur-

ALL

WORK

day:

August 26
Chief Justice Hutchinson assailBILL GILES' WHISKERS.
ed In Boston and his house sackV
Are eight feet long.
ed.
by
Have
not
desercrated
been
1767 15,000 killed by an enrtuquake
steel for 20 years.
at Martinique, in the West In- Are tended by nis wife.
des.
Are her chief pride.
1856 First petroleum well opened at
Are always rolled into a pom- Titusvllle, Pa.
padonr under his Cin.
It
1858 Lieut. Moffat, U. S. N., seizes
s
the American slave shl Echo
and takes her into Charleston, Special Correspondence.
S. C.
Ortonvllle, Mich., Aug. 30.
Bill
1874 Disguised men take sixteen ne- Giles, of the Fifth Michigan cavalry,
groes from the Jail at Trenton, has Just returned from the encamp
Tenn., and hang them; one of ment of the G. A. II., in Minneapolis,
the earliest lynchlngs.
and says that folks there were excited
August 27
Some of his com
1621 Final overthrow of the empire about his whiskers.
whiskers last year
Cuy or rades who 8aw his
of the Monteznmas;
year
Mexico taken by Cortez, and wanted another look at them this
King Guatemozin executed after and Mr. Giles loosened his pompadour
and allowed his wealth of whiskers to
torture.
1776 Battle of Long Island; Ameri- flutter. His old comrades were greatly
cans defeated by overwhelming delighted.
"I wouldn't have done it for every
force of British.
1782 Last battle of the revolution body," said Mr. Giles, "but some of
fought on the Combahoc, in the boys were messmates of mine."
Mr. Giles said that one night he
South Carolina.
was out rather late in Minneapolis.
August 28
1565 Pedro Menendez, one of the Two rough looking men approached
crudest of Spanish adventurers, him and he reached into his pocket
arrives in Florida, commissioned and took out his pocketbook and put
by the Spanish king to extirpate it in his whiskers. The men, however.
the Huguenots and establish, a did him no harm.
colony.
"My wife grows prouder and proud
1609 Hudson casts anchor In Dela-- , er of my whiskers every year," said
ware Bay.
Mr. Giles, as he warmed up to a de
1842 Congress changes
the begin- scription of them. "I'm not saying
ning of the fiscal year from Jan- that I'm not proud of them, myself.
uary 1 to July 1 to take effect In But she won't let me take them down
1843.
around the house. Every now and then
offen-- . she dresses them.
1864 Gen. Sheridan resumes
They're so long
slve operations in tie Shenan- I can't do It myself. She washes them
doah valley.
and then does them up again on hair
1893 Lower house of congress passes pins. Now and
then she lets some
the bill repealing the Sherman of her friends see them."
act.
He has not shaved for 20 years and
n
1894 Congress adjourns and the
68 years
now. He didn't
he
tariff law becomes a law startis to growing old
his beard until after
without the signature of Presi- he was
married. One hair in his
dent Cleveland.
whiskers is 8 feet long.
August 29
Mr. Giles runs a mill at Ortonvllle.
1629 Charter
and government
of
Massachusetts company transferred to the colony.
1642 Meeting of New York's flret
representative assembly.
1814 Alexandria, Va., ransomed from
AND
BEETLES
burning by payment to the British of 21 snips, 10,000 barrels of
flour, and 1,00U hogsheads of toBY
KANSAS
bacco.
PROFESSOR MUR1856
men defeat John
DERER HELD FOR GRAND
Brown and the abolitionists at
JURY OTHER ITEMS.
Osawatomle, Kans.
1862 Forts Hatteras and Clark, on the
itortn Carolina coast, captured Special Correspondence.
'
Demlng, Aug. 28. Thomas Foster
by Union forces.
con- has returned to his home in Blsbee,
1864 'the democratic national
vention at Chicago nominates Ariz., after a two weeks' visit to
Gen. George B. jicClellan
for friends in Demlng.
Bayless Baer and family have represident.
1885 White miners massacre Chinese turned from a three weeks' stay at
Faywood
laborers at Bock Spring, Wyo.
hot springs and report a fine
1885 FlrBt caDie road begins opera- time.
Rev. Wl E. Foulks, pastor of the
tions in New York.
Methodist church at this place, is conAugust 30
ducting
1708 French and
a ten days' meeting at Lake
Indians capture
Haverbnl, N. H., killing 40 and vaney.
1U0
persons.
Prof. J. F. Doderer and family have
capturing
1718 Eigut
hundred French emi- arrived. The professor will have
grants arrive at Dauphine Isl- charge of cue Demlng school for the
and. Tney later found New Or- coming ttrm.
George I Shakespeare and J. H.
leans.
1775 A heavy fog enables Gen. Wasu-ingto- Jones have returned ironi an overland
to retire from Long Isl- trip to Hatchlta and vicinity. They reand to New York after being de- port the country prosperous.
The preliminary trial of Guadalupe
feated by the British.
1781
Count de Grasse arrives in Apodaco, the Mexican stage driver
Chesapeake bay with a Frencn who killed the Mexican foreman at
Nutt station last week, resulted in his
fleet of twenty-eigh- t
vessels.
1813 Fort Mins,
in Alabama, sur- being bound over to await the action
prised by Creek Indiana and its of the grand jury. His bond was set
at 15,000, which he failed to make.
defenders massacred.
Prof. o. C. Paring, an entomologist
1862 Confederates victorious in the
battle of Manassas, or second of some note, ami who is connected
with the University of Kansas, has
battle of Bull Hun.
beci In Deming for a couple of days
August 31
1791 George Hammond, the first min- catching buss and beetles for tue
Me says that he has secured
ister from Great Britain, receivsoma very rare specimens here and
ed by President Washington.
lool Gen. Fremont proclaims mar- will remain a week trying to flml one
tial law In Missouri and military particular specimen, which he believes
will l, found In this section
emancipation to slaves of
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YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
Jl.

ILE.

Chicago
3 7 1
1
4 1
Cincinnati
Batteries: Reuhlbach and Moran;
Hall and Livingston.
At Brooklyn
It. H. E.
Boston
3 8 6
Brooklyn
4 4 1
Batteries: Pfeffer and O'Neill;
and Bergen.
R. H. E.
At St. Louis
St. Louis
0 4 1
Pittsburg
1 2 3
Batteries: Beebe, Brown and Noon-aLeever and Gibson.
At New York: New
game postponed on account of
wet grounds!
Mc-Inty- re

n;

ia

American League.
At Boston

R. H. E.
6 8 0
Boston
2 5 4
Cleveland
Batteries: Young and Criger; Hess,
Townsend, Bemis and Buelow.
R. H. E.
At Philadelphia
Chicago
3 1 6
Philadelphia
4 5 0
Batteries: Wtilsh and Sullivan;
Whddell and Schreck.
R. H. E.
At New York
4
7 2
St. Louis
New York
5 8 1
Batteries: Glade, Howell and Rickey; Clarkson, Chesebro and Kloinow.
Washington-Detro- it
At Washington:
game postponed on account of
rain.
Western League.
R. H. E.
At Des Moines
At Des Moines
R. H. 0.
8 11 1
Des Moines
1 5 2
Denver
Batteries: Cicotte and Volfe; Paige
and Weigardt.
R. H. E.
At Sioux City
8 9 1
Sioux City
3 10 6
Lincoln
Batteries: Newlln and Hess; Zack-er- t,
Jones and Zlnran.
R. II. E.
At Omaha
2 11 0
Omaha
Pueblo
I 7
Batteries: McNeeley and Bender;
Stlmmel and Renlker.
Dy-ge- rt,

American Association.
Indianapolis-Columbu- s
Indianapolis:
game postponed, on account of
late arrival of Columbus team.
game
At Toledo:
postponed on account of
of Louisville team.
At

Toledo-Louisvil-

le

non-arriv- al

"Make Hav While the un Shines."
There is a lesson in the work of the
thrifty farmer. He knows that the
bright sunshine may last hut a day
and he prepares for the showers
which are so liable to follow. So It
should be with every household. Dysentery diarrhoea and cholera morbus
may attack some member of the home
without warning. Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, whlc'a
is the beat known medlciae for these
diseases, should always be kept at
hand, as immediate treatment Is necessary, and delay may prove fatal. For
sale br all druggists.
o

TELEPHONE US YOUR ORDER
FOR THAT COAL YOU ARE GOING
TO 8TOCK
FOR NEXT WINTER.
W. H. HAHN & CC.

U&LU

many of them deplore the
lo63 of their girlish forms
after marriage. The bearing
of children is often destructive
to the mother's shapeliness.
All of this can be avoided,
however, by the use, of M ther's Friend befots baby comes, as this
great liniment always prepares the body for the st.ain upon it, and
preserves the symmetry of her form. Mother's Friend overcomes all the
danger of child-birtand carries the expectant mother safely through
this critical period without pain. It is woman's greatest blessing
Thousands gratefully tell of the benefit acd relief derived from the
use of this wonderful
remedy. Sold by all
druggists at f i.ooper
h,

Our little

Co.,
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Man-dell'-

s.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

ALBUQUERQUE

Atltnti, Ca.

LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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FREIGHT WAGONS
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book, telling ull about
this liniment, will be sent free.
Tkt Braldel. Regulator
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National League.

At Chicago

Every woman covets a

bottle.

ll

n

1864

U JU GUU U

rr5

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

B. F.

t r

silver-purchasin- g

Battle of Jonesboro; both Bides
attack, hut neither can dislodge
the other.
1864 President Lincoln issues a proclamation of thanksgiving
for
Jnion victories.
18C5 National debt at highest point,
a report showing it to be on
tnis day $2,815,907,024.56.
1886 Charleston
earthquake;
tersons killed; property
damage of 1500,000,000.
1893 Six hundred people lose their
lives in cyclone along the Georgia and Carolina coasts.
September 1
1657 Indians burn the greater part
of Deerneld, Mass.
1702 Colony of Carolina, by its provincial assembly, votes against
an uereaitary nobility.
1831 Hudson and Mohawk railroad
opened from Arbauy to Schenectady.
3851 Gen. Nurcisco Lopez, the Cuban fllibusterer, executed.
1858 Mob on Staten Island destroys
quarantine hospitals.
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INTERESTING EVENTS IN

y

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
IF YOU Y. ANT help of any kind, or
'phone
any
kind,
employment of
call or write Abraham's Employ1
ment office, 120 West Silver aveiMMMSMMakJaSaMawBtVaM
nue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones,
:
On Furniture, rianos, Organs, Horses,
Automatic, 379; Colorado, 289.
With Ample Meant and Unsurpassed Facilities.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
WANTED.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
store
general
Boy
for
WANTED
$200. Loans are quickly made and
work. The Maze.
strictly Drlvate. Time: One month
A girl for general house- to one year given. Goods remain In
WANTED
your possession. Our rates are reasonwork. Apply, at once, this office.
W ANTKi)
A good girl for general able. Call and see us before borrowhousework. Apply 1005 West Rail- ing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
road avenue.
tickets to and from all
good woman cook to Steamship
WANTED-parts of the world.
cook only one meal a day. Good
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
and Solicit
cook.
wages. Must be first-claNew Accounta Capital, $150,000.00.
315 West Railroad Ave.
German or Swede preferred. AdPRIVATE OFFICES.
dress O. K. N. Citizen office.
Open Evenings.
d
second-hanGentlemen's
WANTED
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
JFT5l
515
street,
clothing. No.
South First
Solomon
Luna,
President;
W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier W
CARDS
south of viaduct. Sena address end PROFESSIONAL
Johnson, tsst, Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. c. Baldrldge, Solo- -' J
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Croaiwell.
ket
to
WANTED To buy lady's-ticLAWYERS.
California, not later than Saturday.
Must be cheap. Address J. H. C.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
Ira M. Bond.
Citizen office,
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 P street
girT,
one N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
WANTED A good nurse
who will assist with second work. lands, patents, copyrights, caveats,
Apply Mrs. Ivan Grunsfeld, 1009 Tl- - letter patents, trade marks, claims.
Jeras Road.
R. W. D. Bryan,
WANTED At The Economist, young
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquerlady as apprentice in our millinery que, N. M. Office, FlrBt National
department. Apply between 9 and Bank building.
12 a. m.
E. W. Dobson.
LBOQUERQUH, N. JC
WANTED Gentlemen boarders on
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom-weI'Pnch; ideal location for health. For
block, Albuquerque, N. M.
particulars address Box 84. No
ORVwaj
Direct
DENTISTS.
careless invalids wanted.
JOSHUA 8. VULTNOUM
grocery-maWANTED An experienced
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
M. W. FIXXTKNOT
.Ttoe PrMeat
to solicit orders on delivery
Dental Surgeon.
.THANK. MCKJCX .
m
Cashier
wagon. Must not be afraid of hard
Rooms 15 and 1G, Grant block, over
R. A. FROST
Cashier
work. Young man preferred. Ad- the Golden Rule Dry Goods, company.
H.
r.
KaVYMOUM
dress May Bros., Lag Cruces, N. M. Both 'phones. Appointments made by
man, who mall.
WANTED A middle-ageV. B. BKPOSTOT.
understands
the work, to take
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
charge of lawn and grounds at a
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
Antfeortee
Otp4ta4
sanltorlum. Good wages and board hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12: -- J p. m.; 1:30
Pal U Capital, Saratas a
to right party. German preferred. p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
$36O,O0w.
Fret.
Call at The Citizen office for partic- pointments made by mail
Depoaitoty fer Atcfelcwa, Topeka
ulars.
Saata Fe Railway Oonpaay
DR. B. M. WILLIAMS,
WANTED Representatives
to look
after renewals of subscriptions for
Dentist.
Office on Railroad avenue, over
the American Magazine. Experience
no
capital needed;
'Phone, Auto 203.
not essential;
good opportunity to build up a perPHYSICIANS.
N.
manent business. Address J.
Trainer, I4u Fifth Ave., New York,
DR. R. L. HUST.
New York.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis
treated with
FOR RENT.
Electrical
Current and
room,
Germicide.
FOR REN i Kitchen, dining
Treatments given each
day
p.
8
m.
4
m.. Trained
from
pantry
a.
to
bedroora and
nt the Minne
nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
apolis House,
DR. W. G. SHADRACH.
FOR RENT Elegant furnished rooms
for gentleman only. Reasonable. 417 Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
West Silver avenue.
and Throat.
Occullst and Aurist for Santa Fe
FOR RENT Five room brick house
on Tijeras road. Apply to Mrs A. coast lines. Office, 313V& West Railroad avenue.
Coleman, 423 West Tijeras,
Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to 5
FOR REN r Pleasant front rooms for p. m.
housekeeping.
AND
reasonable
Rent
Close In. Corner of Sixth street and
UNDERTAKER.
Railroad avenue.
Colo., Red 115.
FORRENTOR SALTTheTne w3-roo- Auto, 'phoneA. 316.
BORDERS.
bouse at 814 South Arno St. Commercial Club
Building. Black
Payment 112 per month. Address
and White Hearse, $5.
Highlands, Citizen oCce.
ARCHITECTS.
FOR RENT A
house; bath
electric light and other modern conF. Wi. Spencer and V. O. Walllng-ford- .
veniences. 624 West Tijeras ave,
Rooms
Barnett building,
nue.
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
er;
FOR RENT Saloon in good location
civil-enginein city; fixtures and everything
Lmttmr Homda
ready for business. Apply to ConJ. R. Farwell.
Knvloptm
solidated Liquor Co.
Room 23, N. T. Armljo building.
Note Memda
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Program
at the Mineapolis house, with or
without housekeeping, $1 per week
V
Invitation
K. D. Maddlson.
Thos.
and up. Albuquerque, N. M.
Cataloguam
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117 West z
FOR RENT Cottages and cottage Gold avenue.
Blank Book
flats, one to five rooms. Very niceRaeolpt Book
RODERICK STOVErt, E. E.
ly furnished, pianos, etc., to suit
tenants. Mrs. Norrls, No. 110 East Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
Coal avenue, east end of viaduct.
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse &, Co.
In othar word
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
FOR SALE.
Rooms
ar turn
906 West Railroad
avenue. AutoFOR SALE Elegant Knabe piano in matic 'phone, 179,
ovary
thing m
perfect condition. Apply 612 South
prlntor knotvm
Broadway.
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
how to do .
FOR SAlE Bicycle and general reH. R. WHITING,
pair shop with fine set of tools;
No. 119 South Second Street, First
good paying business.
Porterfleld
National Bank building,
O
Co., no Gold avenue.
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE- Soda Fountain. T. 7.
Examiner and abstracter of land
Topham.
titles, including those of Spanish and
"OLD RELIABLE."
FOR SALE
A handsome Hardman Mexican origin.
ESTABLISHED 1873.
piano, in fine condition and almost
IS
COMING.
TIME
SCREEN
new, at a bargain.
0
For particulars, call at this office.
Window eereens, 7 cents per fooL
FOR SALE
My general store. Rare
A home made door, with trimmings,
chance for some one to secure an for $1.25.
established business.
We are making window screens all
Address, P.
M Pueblltos, N. M.
mortised together, and as strong as
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
FOR SALE Fresh cider every day at a door, for 7 cents a square foot A
or
that
30 cents a gallon.
0
Order Colorado screen door,
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
telephone. Black 252-or Albers will outlast any door shipped lnhere
?
cast,
together
trimfrom
with
the
in the Southwest.
Bros.' Dairy wagons. I U. Albers,
mings, for $1.25.
19.10 South Railroad avenue.
We make the regular shop made
rOR SALti A well established gen- screen
doors that have always cost,
AND
eral merchandise store, doing good here'.ofore,
0
$2.00 to $2.25. for $1.50.
business, in good country town;
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
M.
ALBUQUERQUE,
N.
0
good reasons
for selling; store
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
building and dwelling for rent or
PLANING MILL CO.
sale. p. u. box 218.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
FOR SALE The Minneapolis House,
SHOWER BATH BENEFITS
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty-fou- r
(II. E. No. 6279.)
rooms,
all newly furnished,
are simply a "terra incognita" to the
painted and papered. The best pay- Land Office at Santa Fe, N". M., Aug.
man who never tried them. If we fit
ing property in Albuquerque. Any
23. 1906.
up a bath-tufor you as It should be
otfer acceptable. Call or address C.
Notice is hereby given that the follotquipped namely, with a shower atD. Warde, the Minneapolis House, wing-named
notice
filed
has
settler
tachment, the comfort, coolness and
Albuquerque, N. M.
of his Intention to make final proof
enjoyment you'll obtain these not
support
in
said
of
claim,
his
and
FOR S"ALE One Buffalo scaio
1
that
summer days and night will make you
proof
will
1
United
made
before
be
the
marble counter,
ice box. capacity
our friends for life. Ask us about
1 ton, 1 ice machine,
power States court commissioner at San Raprices.
5,
1906,
N.
M.,
viz:
fael,
on
1
October
2
engine,
power boiler,
We carry the finest line of garden
Sec.
Juan
2d.
NW
1
Garcia.
for
steam water pumps,
the
Buffalo meat
chopper, 1 bone grinder, 1 sausage 8. Twp. 11 N.. R. 8 W.
hose in the city.
He names the following witnesses
stuffer, racks and hooks, at Tony
to prove his continuous residence upMlchelharh's. Old Town.
on, and cultivation of, Raid land, viz:
Standard Plumbing and Heating Co.
FOR
SALE General
merchandise Masedonio
Ramon Serna,
business on the El Paso and South- Jose Ra.fael Ramirez,
Colo., Red 234.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
Bldal Chaves y
western In eastern New Mexico. Montova, all Chavez,
of San Rafael, N. M.
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine
MANUEL R. OTERO,
for right party. Can exRegister.
.T.
plain cood reason for selling.
AdDEALER
New
In
IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
Mexico.
healthiest
The intense itching characteristic
dress Inquiries to this paper.
of salt rheum and eczema is Instantly
SHERMAN-WILLIAMPAINT Covers more, loos best, wears the
allayed by applying Chamberlain's
LOST.
longest, most economical; full measure.
Salve.
cure
a
diseases
As
skin
for
IjUST A bundle of clothes.
Finder this salve Is unequaled. For sale by
BUILDiNu PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
s,
please return to John Martinez,
Glajjs, Sash, Doors, Etc.
all druggists.
or to Citizen office, and reFIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
A Citizen Want ad does the work.
ceive reward.

f&Q Baulk Ql

lopnt.

I A3

Csplioi end surplus. $100,000

I

Made Known oa Application

himllMl

Aartomaflc

NEW MEXICO

MONEY to LOAN

PRICE

EXCEEDS

SO

aaai aw 111th. whan paid monthly.

iitei

ALBUQUERQUE

and addresses
people who are
of
Neccessary to You Prosperity

H

Ot

..rw

K.00
M

ky Ml par month
pif
WaaaJr kr Mil. on jraaf

UTirtltlog

m

wiiin nnimns

ina
LtrcMt Nr. Mnic Clrtalitto.

ll'rtt ttartfcara

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
-.;aVu.timaiilBt,JlmtJM

Ua Citizen Want Ads. Furnish you

Dlipatchn.
PrlCityAfUnooaCounty
Clrtulaflaa.

larfMt

BANK INSTITUTIONS

of the man who thould be working for youT
irooid gladly lend you moneyf
of the man
cu)d like to buy your horse?
of the ni'in wsa
of t!io man who would buy an Interest in your business?
of the man who would buy that lot of ground?
of the man who would buy your old bicycle?

Pharmacy

jjNI0N4VlLABE.L

THURSDAY, AUGUST 30, 1906.

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDREvSvS

Highland
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2LLBTJQUERQUE

30, 1906.

THURSDAY, AUGUST

PROF. F. A. JONES.

A Free Auto Ride to University Heights!

VISITS THE PLACERS
And Will Make Examination
of These Rich Cold
Bearing Grounds.

Five years from now and you would not know it was the same Albuquerque. The Heights will be the aristocratic residence section
lots at from $25.00 to $150.00 per lot; $5.00 down $5.00 per month. No
Better buy some of those beautiful fifty-foof the city.
interest, and you will double your money

FUTURE CONDITIONS BRIGHT

University Heights improvement Co., Owners

ot

Talks Generally of the Prospects
of Various Territorial

Down Town Office 119 South Second Street

Districts.
Professor Fayette A. Jones of this
city well, known mining expert, spent
Tuesday at San'.a Fe, en rout? to
which town tie will make his
headquarters for a short time. During
his time he will lie engaged in a careful and exhaustive Investigation of the
placer fiild in what is known as Cunningham guleh, about five miles southeast of Cenillos. and south of Ortiz
station cm the Santa Fe railway.
These fields are located between the
lialisten rivt r mid the Ortiz mine land
Cer-rillo-

ABOUT SA TA EE AND LAS VEGAS

Standpoint, of

From the Two Papers of the
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Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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bad a cough wuica for years had

a,i

Can't look well, eat well or feel well
been growing worse. Now It's gone."
Cures chronic coughs, la grippe, croup with impure blood feeding your body,
the blood pure with Hurdock's
whooping cough and prevents pneu-Keemonia. Pleasant to take. Every oot- - ' Hiood Hitters. Eat simply, take exer-tl- e
guaranteed at all druggists. Price cis- -, keep clean and you w ill live
5')c and 1 1. Trial bottle free.
long.
p

Albuquerque Business Men
advertise in the Evening Citizen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
read. x
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CITIZEN.

Nobody, we suppose, will maintain that the spelling
of English words which Is accepted as "correct" Is easy,

REPUBLICAN GENTRAL COMMITTEE
On Wednesday next, the republican central commiat the Commercial club In
this city. The call for this meeting has been published
a number of times In The Citizen, bo that the purpose
and scope of the meeting are no doubt fully understood.
But as there may not be the same exact knowledge as to
the personnel of the committee. The Citizen gives the
following facts:
MEMBERSHIP.
Bernalillo W. S. Strlckler, F. A. Hubbell; Chaves
K. A. Cahoon, J. M. Hervey; Colfax 4. Van Houten. J.
Lpahy; Dona Ana W. II. II. Llewellyn, ri. B. Holt;
Eddy A. N. Pratt, L. O. .Fullen; Grant W. H.
V. S.
R. M. Turner; Lincoln O. W. Prlchard,
Brady; Guadalupe F. D. Morse, M. C. de Baca;
Luna A. W. Pollard, H. H. Williams; McKinley Steve
Oanavan, Gregory Page; Mora Cristoval Sanchez, Juan
Navarro; Otero W. D. Tipton, O. O. Cady; Quay A. E.
Curren, Wk F. Buchanan; Roosevelt W. E. Lindsey, C.
O. Leach; Rio Arriba V. Jararalllo, Aleex. Read; Sandoval E. M. Sandoval, E. O. Miera; San Juan C. V.
San Miguel Secundino
Safford, Granville Pendleton;
Romero. J. S. Clark; Santa Fe E. C. Abbott, J. E.
Sierra F. W. Winston, W. H. Bucher; Socorro
H. O. Bursum, Elfego Baca; Taos Malaqnlas Martines,
T. P. Martin; Torrance Candido Padia, Win. Mcintosh;
t'nion Chas. Schlater, Eufracio Gallegos; Valencia-Car- los
Baca, Solomon Luna; Committeenia nat Large
Geo. Kerr, Santa Fe.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Eugeno Romero, W. G. Sargent, J. W. Akers, W. H
Newcomb, T. D. Burns, Max Frost, David M. White. H.
W. Kelly, Solomon Luna. T. B. Hart, T. S. Hubbell, W.
E. Martin, Martin Lohman, H. J. Hagerman, Harry F.
Hughes.
Lee,
OFFICIALS.
H. O. Bursum, chairman; C. V. Safiord, secretary;
Jose D. Sena, assistant secretary; Solomon Luna,

ttee has been called to meet

New-com-

b,

e;

BATTLE OF OSAWATOMIE
Fifty years ago, yesterday, was fought the battle
of Osawatomle,. Kansas, and on yesterday the event was
elaborately celebrated at that town.

The battle of Osawatomle was fought on the hill In
the western part of the village, between a band of about
400 Missourians, under the command of John W. Reed
and the Rev. Martin White, and John Brown's force of
forty-on- e
men. In the battle John Brown's son Freder
Jck was killed and the entire town burned. Only one
present citizen of Osawatomle, J. C. Chestnut, lived there
at the time of the fight. The last time the anniversary
years ago.
of the battle was celebrated was twenty-eigwhen Senator John J. Jngalls was the principal orator.
On that occasion the monument to John Brown was
dedicated.
That battle, rather than the firing on Fort Sunitei,
marked the beginning of the Civil war. It was the first
considerable clash between two antagonistic ideas, two
irrepressible forces. John Brown and his men were
beaten, but he made such a gallant fight that ever afterwards he was known as "Osawatomle Brown." "Are
you," asked Colonel Robert E. Lee, three years after
the battle, at Harper's Ferry, "are you John Brown of
Osawatomie?"
And the grizzled. Implacable old prisoner replied, "I am."
This first conflict of armed forces has not been
by the historians as a battle but the Kansans do
well to celebrate it because it was the beginning of the
end of slavery in this country. It was the first of a long
series of internecine conflicts In Kansas, afterwards
broadened into the national struggle. It was the first
appeal to carnal weapons. John Brown was a fanatic.
He was uncouth. There are those who believed he was
crazed. But whatever he was or was not, history can
not avoid him. John Brown was a rough weapon wielded by the hand of destiny for the overthrow of human
slavery. He will everbe a figure In the forefront of the
great rebellion. He was the John the Baptist of the new
dispensation of nationality.
ht
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MUST MAKE DEMAND
The Citizen is certainly glad to see the interest taken
by the business community of Albuquerque In the demand that the discrimination bo long existing against
this city In the matter of freight rates shall be brought
to an end, and that speedily.
This Is no new theme with this paper, for months
ago, when it began to be evident that the rate bill would
ultimately, iu some form, become law, The Citizen, both
locally and editorially, laid before the public the' damage
Albuquerque was suffering from the existing dlscrim-inatio- n
in rates, and earnestly urged that the dealers of
this city organize so that they would be ready at the
first moment to make a bold, active and united demand
for the removal of all excessive and discriminating rates.
That time has come. The people won the battle,
the rate bill became law, it is now in effect, and it only
remains that Albuquerque assert her rights and vigorously demand the removal of the shackles which have so
long bound her commerce. If, as the press seems generally to believe, the railroads have accepted the rate
bill in good faith, there will be no trouble in getting
proper and JUBt treatment. If they have not so accepted
the rate bill, there can be no doubt that the interstate
commerce commission will see to It that the roads observe the strict letter of the law.

consistent, scientific or even rational. There can. per
haps, be no scientific spelling of an unlnflccted language.
There can be no really phonetic spelling until each leU
ter Invariably repiesents a single sound. It is, how
ever, possible to spell rationally, which would evidently
require the smallest possible number of letters representing the sounds which they most frequently stand
for. For some centuries our spelling was making good
Everybody spelled as he
progress In that direction.
pleased and in due time a common usage would havo
been established by the survival of the fittest. Unfortunately the lexicographers caught the language while
still In a state of orthographic flux, and fixed It In their
This made no
dictionaries with all its imperfections.
great difference while mankind still led leisurely lives
and had time to learn and write the spelling of long
words. The pressure of modern civilization Is making
It necessary to eliminate all useless effort and what the
engineers call lost motion, and there Is a growing cull
which believes and teaches that the simplification of
spelling Is. one way to conserve energy which may b,
made to do useful work.
The principal changes may be summarized as follows:
The termination "ough" is ignomlnlously kicked
out of the language, and the sound which in each case
it happens to represent is Indicated by a single letter,
j ne
as "hock" and "thru" for ' nougn" ana - inrougn.
termination "ed" Is changed to "t" when that corres-pond- s
to correct pronunciation. When a word contains
the sound of "z" that letter, and not "s" represents It.
The silent "e" is regularly omitted after "g" in all words
instead of but one or two, as heretofore. Diphthongs are
omitted, if silent. Otherwise they are changed to the
single vowel which Indicates the usual pronunciation.
That Is one of the changes already approved by general
use. Most people now write "anesthetic" instead ol
Most of us, also, write "caliber," instead
"anaesthetic."
of "calibre." We have not mentioned quite all the Innovations, but the silly season Is now on and the subject
will receive abundant discussion in the journals which
delight In that annually recurring period. Some of the
editors will rejoice, while others will see in the proposed changes only one more Indication of impending
doom. Whether for weal or woe, however, it Is necessary to recognize that this official approbation will force
the admission of these spellings Into the dictionaries as
"allowable," and if they are found there they will be
used, because they will Bave time. San Franclsoo
Chronicle.
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CHANGES

HANDS

ELECTRICAL AND CONSTRUCTION COMPANY RETIRES IN FAVOR
ELEC. OF RELIANCE
AND CONTRICAL
STRUCTION CO.

The business known as the Southwestern Electrical and Construction
company uas changed hands again,
the former proprietors retiring In
favor of the Reliance Electrical and
Construction company, an organization composed of Dr. M. K. Wylder, J.
P. Steele, Harry Bartlett and R. Hicks,
all well known throughout the city.
The former has an office In the N. T.
Armljo building, Mr. Steele Is a practical electrician, who Is not altogether
new arrival in the city, and Mr.
Bartlett Is a practical electrician well
known In Aiuuquerque. Mr. Hicks Is
an attache of the Baldrldge Lumber
company. The stockholders of the
new company will meet tonight and
elect officers, thus completing their
organization. On Saturday the stock
of goods, which were purchased from
the Southwestern company, will be
moved from 204 South Fourth Btreet,
to 208V4' West Gold avenue, which is
now being made ready for the new
company.
ALBUQUERQUE

WAS

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

A Word to Mothers
Our idea of success is to give each purchaser of Boys'
and Children' Clothing such careful attention and
conscientious service that her full satisfaction will
,
merit continued patronage.
Our idea of what the best Juvenile Clothing
should be is expressed in the extensive line of suits
and overcoats tor small and larger boys, ranging in age from 2 to 17 years. The
garments will speak for the correctness of our standard if you will come and see
them, and the courtesy and attention you receive will win your approval of our
methods. You will be welcome at our store always.
Fine

Clothing and
Furnishings

A FEW ADOBE BUNGALOWS

M. MAMBEIL1L

JONES WAS HERE THEN.
CHAS. HUNT SAYS PLACE
LOOKS BETTER EVERY
TIME HE SEES IT.

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

R.

Good Reasons

T. R. Jones, president of the El Paso
Union stock yards, accompanied by
Chaa. Hunt, who needs no better In-

troduction man to say that he was at
one time sheriff of Bernalillo county,
were in this city this morning, en
route to Colorado.
"This town looks better to me every
to
time I see It." said the
the stock yards magnate.
"The same here," rejoined Mr.
Jones. ' I remember the place when
it was notning but a sand hill, covereu
with niesquite brush, with a few adobe
bungalows over there next the river,
and Mr. Jones inclined his index
tlngtr toward Old Alouquerque.
"I was carrying mall through this
valley, in 1849, when there wasn i
much here but Apaches. I told these
people where to find Shin's battery,
which was burled in olu town during
the war of 'til, and dug up about ten
years ago."
"Why, you don't look old enough
for having beeu here as early as that,
Mr. Jones," commented Mr.. Hunt.
"Well, I am, all rlgnt," was the answer. "Tne lured girl says that I act
like I'm 9n, but I'm not quite old."
"Once a man, twice a boy. I guess
I'm on the second edition of my childhood, all right."
The departure of train No. 2 cut
short a vtry interesting conversation.

lij;

70;
29;
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SERE AND YELLOW LEAF

HAS LOST ITS POWER
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There is a lessening dread of the "sere and yellow
leaf" In huiiiuu existence. We have continual proof that
the weight of years is not a burden to him who con
servatlvely expends his physical force. It was thought
that when one was, say, 65, he was fairly W'ell along;
but yesterday's news sustains the theory Osier to the
contrary, notwithstanding that 65 is still a period of
adolescence. For example, we note with pleasure the
preparations of lhat most upright judge, Craig Riddle,
aged &3, to open court. Coincldently, Henry (lassoway
Davis, the "hero of l'iedmont," aged 83, was in conrailsultation over the building of the
road.
At an identical hour Edmund Winston Pettus,
"seer of Selina," aged 85, "addressed an Alabama jury
and swept it with his tire of eloquence and forensic
power;" and at that exact point of time, also, John Tyler
Morgan, the Demopolis Hotspur, aged 82. was oiling his
bird gun for William Nelson Cromwell. If further evidence is wanting t hat the eighth decade is the period
of action, it is furnished by an example showing lha
ninth to be the age of high resolve, for the intelligence
is Hashed from V1nthrope, Me., that Charles M. Clark,
who has no stimulus of title but the simple resources
of the normal man, lias at the age of U5 quit chewing
years.
tobacco, after having "chawed" for eighty-on- e
ln
Here Is the testimony of a ripened and
tellert almost a century old. Who will say now lhat we
are a weakling .ace? Philadelphia Telegraph.

"Any citizen of New Mexico has a perfect right to
go to Arizona and try to persuade Its people to vcrte for
Roiley, "the same as
joint statehood," says
any citizen of Arizona has to try to persuade the people
of New Mexico to vote against It. These territories,''
continues the apostle of statehood, "are in the same po
sition that two men would be if they were tied together
and thrown overboard half a mile from the shore. Each
has the very highest right to spur the other along, make
THE WILY HUSBAND.
"Yes. whenever I citn I bring to my wife the freshest
him swim and not give up, so as to drown both." He
contends that this is exactly the condition of New Mex b.ink bills that the banks can deal out."
act. Unless
ico and Arizona under the Hanillton-Rode- y
'What's that for?"
"Why, the money 8 so pretty that the hates to
botfc swim, ntsither can reach the shore, statehood, and
spend it." Cleveland I'laln Dealer.
Volb.wlU jUiowd, icnialn out indefinitely.
well-order-

Fall Opening of Boys' and Youth's Clothing

THE SOUTHWESTERN

WHEN

30, 1906.

!

'Rebellion and sedition have at last manifested
in Cuba. The smoldering fires of unrest have
been well covered since the emancipation of the isluml
from Spanish rul3, but have never been wholly extinguished. The political history of Cuba has been one of
turmoil and revolution for centuries. The same strange
and unaccountable restlessness that pervades practical
ly all Spanish republics, exhibiting itself In resentment
of existing authority, has been the warp, if not the woof,
of the island's tangled history.
The gueiilla warfare
waged for decades against the tyrrany of Spain roused
the admiration of the world, and led the United States
in the face of ulmost certain international complications to Interpose with armed force In behalf of the
wretched liberty seekers. Once freed and with a constitutional and representative government established,
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
affairs ran smoothly as long as the strong hand that
defied and defeated Spain asserted the power delegated
to it by congress Jn the declaration of war against Spain.
Spelter.
President McKlnley's demand for intervention without
st. Louis, Mo., Aug. 30. Spelter
aggrandizement was hallciP as a master stroke of diplomacy and strategy, and doubtless went far In recon- firm. at $5.25.
ciling dissentient factions In Cuba, and in establishing
a system of government. There were then and are now L v'ew York, Aug. 20. Closing stock
those who scoffed at the sincerity of the disinterested- quotations:
Atchison preferred,
Atchison,
ness of the United States. Doubtless the idea is wide101; New I'ork Central, 142; Pennspread among the malcontents of the island to this day sylvania,
1,41; Southern Pacific, 90;
that the ultimate object of our government Is to annex Union Paclhc, 183; Union Pacific
means
by
no
Is
sisterhood
of
states.
the Island to the
It
preferred, .1)4; Copper, loa'fc; Steel,
impossible that agitators have incited insurrection in 46i,4; Steel preferred, 107.
the hope that the United States would again intervene
Chicago Livestock.
and subsequently take over control of the island. Or111.,
Chicago,
Aug. 30. Cattle reganic union with this country doubtless appeals to a ceipts, 9,5o0; steady to a shade
lower;
certain class of alien property owners there, while, on beeves, J3.9u6.85; cows and heifers,
the other hand, whether annexation be desirable or not 1.405.z5;
Blockers and feeders,
from the Cuban viewpoint, revolution, whatever the out- $2.40(g4.25; Texans, 3.C54.50; west3.505.15; calves, $a.OO7.25.
come, appeals to another turbulent class, who believe erns,
Sheep receipts, 18,000; steady to
that whatever is, is wrong. The resolution introduced lower;
lambs,
sheep, $3.505.50;
in congress by Senator Elklns, of West Virginia, de HG0&7.5U.
claring It to be the purpose of the United States to an
Grain and Provisions.
nex Cuba ultimately was both applauded and condemnChicago, 111., Aug. 30. Closing quo
ed. It pleased an element in this country and in Cuba,
and was denounced at home and abroad as proof of the tations:
Dec, 73.
Wheat Sept.,
duplicity of the United States when "intervention withCorn Sept., 48; Dec, 43.
history
and
aggrandizement"
out
was proclaimed. The
Oats Sept,
Dec. 31.
geographical location of Cuba tend to link It with the
Pork Sept., $16.90; Jan., $13.45.
Oct.. $8.87 tt.
United States. It Is not at all unlikely that the time
Ird Sept., 8.77V4;
$8.80(5 8.82;
Oct.,
Ribs Sept.,
will come, soon or late, when It will be added to our
domain. The present Insurrection will probably be put $S.72.
down with comparative ease, but it is certain that others
Kansas City Llvesteck.
will follow. It is In the hot blood of the mixed race
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 30. Cattle
up
receipts, 7,000; marKet, steady; nathat form a large portion of the population to Btir
southern
trouble, and their riotous impulses are checked only by tive steers, $4.00b.25;
cows,
stern and quick administration of punishment. The Gem steers, 2. 60 3 90; southern
cows and heifers
$2.ou3.i,j;
native
apt
eyes
of the Antilles is
to be in the
of the nations $2.005i4j; Blockers and
feeders,
at frequent Intervals, until her internal peace and prog- $2.(4i 4.50; bulls, $2.O03.OO; calves,
ress are guaranteed by strong governmental protection.
3.O0(&6.00;
steers, $3.40(5 5.25; westSuch an ideal may be worked out and attained by the ern cows, $2.00 4.00.
receipts,
market,
5,000;
Sheep
CuWin people, but the rational conclusion seems to, be
muttons, $4,5045.50; lambs
that another people will have to do It for them. Cincln steady;
range wethers, $4.60
$6.00 (Li 7.4d;
natl Enquirer.
5.60; ewtg, $4.255.50.

Senator Foraker of Ohio is not one of the statesmen In whose political integrity the nation has implicit
confidence, says the San Francisco Chroaicle, and he
feela that some explanation of his course on the rate bill
is due to his constituents and must be given If he expects to adorn the United States senate as onu of ks
,
members.
We may leave Senator Foraker to settle inaiteia
with his constituents as they may lie able to agree, continues the Chronicle. The object of calling attention to
fats squirming Is to emphasize the fact that the great
corporations are being brought under subjection, at least
to federal law, with a strong tendency to obey laws In
gejieral. There has been a fight between the public and
wealth concentrated in the transportation business and
the people have won. What Is more, they have won
after one of the most exhaustive discussions ever made
before the people, in which the carriers' side was pre
eiueu as iorciuiy as it could be presented, mid was
carefully considered. The rate bill was adopted In def
erence to a pronounced public sentiment manifested in
cold blood, with a full understanding of all the Issues.
And we believe that It has been finally accepted in good
laltn by the carriers and will be obeyed.
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W. T. McCREIQHT,
Business Manager.

THE PEOPLE WON

EVENING
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ALBUQUERQUE

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
Sylvester Bros, of Monte Vista,
Colo., a large firm of sheep feeders,
have purchased 2,00 sheep in the vi
cinlty of Stanley, which will be ship
ped north over the Santa Fe Central
to Santa Fe and thence over the Den
ver a; Hio Grande to their ranches In
the vicinity of Creedo. L. B. Sylves
ter, a member of the firm, is now In
Albuquerque, Interviewing local sheep
raisers.
Attorney W. A. Fleming-Jone- s
and
Hon. Nicholas C.alles, of Las Cruces,
aiftl Professor Tlnsley and Vernon, of
the Agricultural college, the Dona Ana
county delegation to the National Irrigation congress, which meets next
week at Boise City, Idaho, passed
through the city this morning en
route to the convention city. They
will be joined at Ijis Vegas bj the San
Miguel county delegation, numbering
Albuquerque will
several delegates.
send no delegation to tho congress.

Why we can sell you
cheaper than our competitors.

First. We are in our
own building don't pay
$300 a month rent.
Second. We buy entirely in car lots lowest
prices; biggest discounts.
Third. We pay cash
every invoice coming
into our store for the past
ten years has been discounted.
business for the past
and how to buy.

detail-wh- ere

FURNITURE
CARPETS
DRAPERIES.

and save the sum of one

hundred dollars by the time he is!
of age, very largely determines
whether a young man will succeed
later in life.
The young man who can honestly earn, by good hard knocks,
and save this amount before he
Is twenty-one- ,
will learn that this
experience Is worth more to him
than one thousand Hollars in after
years.
With the first one hundred dollars saveu. comes the knowledge
of the real value of a dollar. He is
brought into close touch with the
"ins and outs" of the business
world; this will be of great value
In his successward journey.
It is the banker's business to
help every young man with a determination to save.

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW

Fayivood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.

1

Hot

BUILDS

We keep the quality

of

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
FIRST

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

See Santa Fe Agent

I New Mexico

for round

trip rates, good for thirty day.

our bread

0C0K0

This is possible

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

UP THE SYSTEM.

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENT8.

Springs

MEXICO

We Keep It Up
up to the highest.
by using

v

COMMERCE

THE BANK OF

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO.'S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
Los Angeles, Calif.

not only in mixing and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling Your friendship and patronage Is appreciated. Courtesy and attention t
guests It a pleasure to us.
the bread. If you want the best
Bread.
Balling's
to
use
you'll have
LOCATION
HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.

PIONEER BAKERY,
20T mOUTM riRBT BTREKT.

P.MATTEUCCI
DEALER IN
Men's, Women's and Children's Fine Shoes

CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.
New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.
DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

1

THE BEST IN TOWN

First Class Repairing a Specialty
All Work Guaranteed

No.

103 North

rift Btrmot

3

i

TIMELYWARNING.

Funeral Directors
Embalming

Is

Our. Specialty

Per Gallon

.

-

-

-

$1.50

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

Adams & Dilgard

some cases between this
name and our own. we beg to slate j
that we are not connected in any Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Ave.
manner whatsoever with the said Arm Colo, phone, Black, 298.
Auto., 152.
or company.
THE MERCANTILE AGENCY.
A Citizen Classified .t.d Is a good
it. o. law & co. investment.
in

in the furniture.

years understand it in every

The ability to earn SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

BUCKS FOR SALE.
Chadwick &. Co. will have four carloads of fine Arizona uucks at the
Blink yards tomorrow, part of which
will lie tor sale.
A

'

twenty-fiv- e

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

FINE

We understand that n company or
tii in named the Omul's Commercial &
Collection agency is soliciting business
in Albuquerque, and as we are informed lhat some confusion has

We have

Fourth.
been

FARM
LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
Red
Colo.

92

P. M. DAVIS
Agent For

The Mills Novelty Company
All kinds of coin machines sold or placed on commission. Amusement nickel and penny machines, trade iroducers, money machine;
large profits on small investments, investigation Invited.
PENNY PARLOR, 216a 8outh 6ecend Street, Albuquerque, N. M.

)
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DOVES ARE
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS

THE DINING TABLE

.

GAMBLING

PAPER SUBJECT
IN

Aeeting
Teachers' Institute In
Central Building.

At Yesterday's

BY DK.

READ

W.

G.

of

HOPE

Other Papers and Program For
Today and Friday. Last
Day of Session.
Another Interesting session of the
city teacners' Institute was held yesterday morning and afternoon Jn the
Central High school building, a large
number of visitors In addition to all
cf the teacners being present.
The chief paper read yesterday waB
the one on tuberculosis, Dy Dr. W. O.
Hope, who dealt mainly with the troubles the teachers encounter In the
public schools In coming In contact
with this disease. Dr. Hope said In
part:
"In tile larger towns of New Mexico
the hygiene of the school room, and
of all public meeting rooms, presents
some peculiar and hard problems.
The southwest is becoming rapidly
the tuoerculosis anttarium of the
United States and Canada. The larger towns are getting most of the Invalids. Nineteen out of twenty of
rs have tuberculosis
these health-seeIn some form, usually pulmonary consumption, the most, communicable
of their disease. Through " strange
and false notions of discretion, the
family physicians in the east have
called their ailments bronchitis, catarrh or some other meaningless
term. He has allowed them to mingle with their families and friends
without using any precautions
for
their protection. He has frequently
allowed the mother to keep the infant
at her breast and to use a common
tor her&elf and her
handkerchief
child. He has allowed the tuberculosis sister to sleep with the healthy
sister; and the tuberculosis brother
to sleep with the healthy brother,
with the result that by the time the
member of the family who was first
stricken gets to the southwest, two or
more members of the family are Infected.
"Even at this late date the chances
are that the invalid consults some local physician for 'stomach trouble' or
'sore throat' or a 'little bronchitis' after having tried the climate for three
or four months without any local medical advice.
"The physician examines, and finds
an advanced stage of general tuberculosis. On furtner Inquiry, the physician ascertains that the patient has
a., this time and at present is using
no precautions to protect his family
and the community irom Infection.
Frequently wnen he tells you that he
has been told, by physicians that he
had tuberculosis and you ask him If
lie knows that the disease is contag
ious, he will answer, "I have heard
so," or "some people think bo, but 1
dou't boiieva much In . It," or some- thing to that effect.
"You teachers In our public schools
are shut up in more or less close
school rooms five hours a day, five
days in each week for almost nine
months in eacn year, with children
who come from these infected homes.
The wrap that hangs on the same nail
with your wrap, last night possibly
wrapped the sick sister or mother.
"How are the teachers and scholars
to be protected from tuberculosis In
the school room? Under existing circumstances I think it is impossible for
you to have adequate protection. But
1 will
mention some things, which if
practiced, will mitigate your danger
to some extent.
"Kirst, keep your general health at
the highest possible mark by eating
plenty of good food, sleeping In well
ventilated rooms and taking plenty
of sleep. Have colds, catarrh and
slight ailments attended to promptly.
Get out of the school room every
minute, or half minute, possible.
Keep the school room well ventilated.
Have the floors mopped dally; Bwept
never.
"If for any reason you do not feel
like eating breakfast take a pint of
milk with you and drink it during
recess. Do not give way to lack of
appetite. One ot the first and most
persistent symptoms of tuberculosis
is loss of appetite, a loathing of food,
especially of the more nourishing food
such as muk, butter, eggs and meat.
That symptom often presents years
before any cough occurs.
"If I were on a school board I
would vote to discharge any teacaer
who would keep a child in the
school room for any cause whatever
five minutes longer that the law requires. The teacher as well as the
scholars needs to get out of tne foul
Infected school room as soon as possible, and if he doeB not realize it,
I would assist him in its realization
by stopping h.s salary."
Prof. Miller continued his talks on
"The History of New Mexico," bringing to light that only recently had a
monument been erected to the memory
of Coronado near Junction City, Kan.,
where the explorer was supposed to
have camptd on his trip east.
I'rof. Clark spoke on discipline and
correction of pupils, giving a very interesting dissertation on'this equally
Interesting problem.
Tho program rendered today was as
follows:
9 a. m.
"FogglKiii." Superintendent
J. E. Clark; "history of New Mexico,"
1'rincipal J. A. Miller;
The School
Lands of Our Territory, l'rof. D. M.
Kichards, dei ai iinent of history. University of New Mexico; "The Juvenile Court,' I'rol. C. E. Hodgin, department, of pedagogy, i Diversity of
k

New Mexico.
1:30 p. m. "Hound Table With Seventh and fciglith tirade Teachers,"
Superintendent J. E. Clark.
3:3U

p.

m

High School
A. Miller.

I

"Hound
eachers,

'

Table With
Principal J.

Tomorrow wiii be the last day of the
Institute. The program for mat day

follows:

"History of New Mexico,
Principal ... A. Miller. "The Control
of the Incorrigible," Governor E. S.
Stover. "Nature Study ds a Means of
inspiration to Advanced Schooling,
Dr. W. G.
.ght. Heading, selected,
Professor J. H. ('rum.
1:30 p. m. "Hound
lable With
Superintendent
Ward Principals,"
Clark.
a. in.

--

hardware
the Mcintosh
company
is now prepared to
furnish hunters with loaded shells, all size shots.

JOINT

LAS VEGAS AND GETS AWAY
WITH $300 FROM THE FARO
TABLE.

before 4 o'clock WedA few minute
nesday morning the Arcade club on
SIxUi street In Las Vegas was held up
by a lone bandit who robbed the faro
table of something over 1300, mostly
silver and made his escape, says the
Optic. Accoraing to the description
furnished the police, he was of medium heignth, wore a blacK mask,
which covered his face, dark clothes,
a black slouch hat and was stockily
built. He entered the place on Sixth
street and covered the bartender,
Frank McCall, with a Big gun. Next
he ordered Susan Ortiz, who ran the
game .and an unknown stranger, to
thrust their digits heavenward. He
raked all the silver off the board Into
a sack, rifle1 the cash drawer of
something like $50 In bills, then walked through the rear door on Grand
avenue and disappeared. FTank Coe,
who has charge of the place, was Immediately apprised of the hold up
over the telephone. He came down
town Immediately and checked up the
losses. Charles Coe, proprietor of the
Arcade, is In Kansas with his race
horses.
The robber entered
the place
through the front doors, covered the
Inmates, scooped In the cash, and
backed out of the back door, leaving
$1.25 behind on the faro table. He
did not attempt to rob the cash register, although it contained almost
$100.
As yet the police have failed
utterly to get a clue to the daring
hold up man, and it is thought he will
"
with the
make a clean
cash.

IRE

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
And

Entries In the Jersey
Cattle Show Will Be Forthcoming For Fair.

PROF. VERXON WRITES LETTER
Baby Show Gets Additional
lection of Prizes From
Hlckox-Maynar-

Col-

d.

Prof. J. J. ernon, of the Agricultural and .Mechanic Arts college, at
Mesllla Park, has written Superintendent Gieckler, of the Jersey Cattle
show for the twenty-sixtannual territorial fair, the following letter, la
reference to an exnlblt from the col
lege:
A. andM. College, Aiesllla Park, N. M.
h

Aug.

Chas. E.
snow,
Dear
check In
payment
15, 1899,

li.

1906.

THAN

PLENTIFUL

OPEN TUESDAY

HUNTERS KILL 'EM WITH BUGGY!
WHIPS AND CHLOROFORM.
A DOVE

Dove hunters still continue to
out, and to come In, loaded with
gentle birds that make a noise like a
"coo." In fact, the festive turtle dove
Is so. plentiful, these days, In this
particular region, that It Is no longer
a question of going utintlng,-- ' they
go "shooting" instead.
A club room proprietor,
who was
out yesterday for one hour, brought
back S3; another hunter reports that
i.e got 107 in about the same length
of time, while a merchant, who went
down the river yesterday, says he
killed them with his buggy whip while
sitting in the buggy, A prominent
doctor took a bottle' of chloroform
along. In lieu of a gun, and brought
bnck 307, while some boys, with fly
PPT, got; 21j. lae markets no longer handle them for sale, and, in fact,
the only people that purchase them
are feather-uemakers.
"We've had turtle doves on the
table," snid ft merchant today, who
has a son that is somewhat of a hunter, "until my wife is at her wit's end,
to think up a new way of preparing
them. We've partaken of bo many of
them that my wife and I do nothing
but sit around an day 'billing and cood

Gieckler, Supt. Jersey Cattle
Albuquerque, N. M.j
Sir: Enclosed please find
your lavor for $2.00, on the
lor entry Tee for cow,
No. 167,233, dropped Feb.
sire, Choir Master, No. 389,-02- ing." "

dam, Moggy, No. D9,C2ti.
We are doing everything we can to

prepare an excellent exhibit for the
ESCAPES
fair. We wi.. bring four Jerseys, and
three head of Hereford cattle, as well
BEING PROSECUTED
as county exniblts of farm products,
fruits and vegetables.
I leave tonight for the National Irrigation congress In Boise, Idaho. Will SHERIFF ROMERO OF LAS VEGAS
return Just in time to drop off for
WIRES HE HAS NO CASE
your fair, and intend to be with you
AGAINST 0OO-.LO- E.
QUICK RECOVERY OF
during the fair week.
Very truly yours,
The young man, giving the name of
J. J. VERNON,
Goodloe, arrested at Islets, on board
STREET RAILWAYS
Station Agriculturist.
No. 1, night berore last, on advices
received
from Sheriff Romero of Las
Baby Show Gett Prizes.
Vegas, who telegrapned the Bherirf'B
And still the prizes for the- - baby
ALL BUT 8u MILES OF SAN FRAN' show
and the local police as
continue to pour in upon the office here,
apprehend Goodloe, who waa
CISCO'S 280 MILES OF TRACKcommittee having this feature of the well, to in
AGE IS AGAIN IN SERLas Vegas for forging an
coming fair In cnarge. The latest ad- wantedon
VICE.
a Trinidad hotel, and collectdition to the list of prizes comes order
money
ing
the
by wire, by means of
Hlckox-Maynarfrom the
a forged message, will, in all probSan Francisco, Ca., Aug. 30.
Jewelry company, who have donated a ability,
be
Inturned loose today and orWith energy and speed almost
collection of prizes that will make
conceivable the United Railroads or- the babies, and thoir mothers, as well, dered out of town, as a message received from bheriff Romero of Las
ganized an army of men into a re- set up and take notice.
Vegas, by the city police today, reads
construction force, and within sevenThe prizes donated by this jewelry as follows:
ty-four
hours after the first started firm, together witii the class oi babies
"Have no case against Goodloe.
were operating cars on temporarily to which they are to be awarded, are
i urn him loose."
repaired lines surrounding and pene- as lollows:
Just why it took Sheriff Romero
trating the burned district.
'A solid gold ring, set with pearls
Mullally, assistant to and a ruby, to be given to the baby several days, after ordering the man's
Thornwell
arrest, to discover that he had no case
President Patrick Calhoun, of the having the prettiest arms.
against him is not made apparent in
A solid gold ring, set with turquoise,
United Railroads, writes for "Promessage, but as tnere Is no charge
gress" a modest account of this in- to be given to the baby with the pret- the
against the man here Goodloe, alspirational exploit.
tiest hands.
though admitting the Las Vegas forA solid gold ring, with a handeome
While the fire was still burning,
gery, will be given his liberty.
the company authorized an expendi- diamond, to be given to the baby witn
the
prettiest
legs.
sub$350,000
new
cars,
for
and
ture of
A set of solid gold baby pins, to be
sequent orders, aggregating more than
FIREMEN FEAST
$1,000,000. In less than three months given to the baby with the prettiest
feet.
exfire,
trackage
and a half after the
A set of solid gold baby shoulder
ceeding 200 miles was being operated,
AT
involving a reconstruction cost ap- pins for the baby with the prettiest
mouth.
proximating $1,000,000,
These prizes will soon be placed on
Mr. Mullally tfates:
"Referring to street railway condi- exhibition in tne windows . ot the FRED HARVEY SHOWS HIS APJewelry company.
PRECIATION FOR WORK DONE
tions, previous to the fire, and at presBY FIREMEN AT LATE
ent, it may be Bald that there are ap
ALVARADO FIRE. "
proximately 280 miles of single track
SELLS-FLOT- O
In the city, of which 250 miles are THE
In response to an Invitation tenderowned by the United Railroads. Opered by Superintendent John Stein, of
ated on this trackage were 330 electhe Harvey system, as appreciation
The
tric cars and 260 cable cars.
for work done at a fire which recently
burned district is 2.12 miles east and
threatened the Alvarado,' twenty-tw- o
west and 3.3 miles north and soutn.
firemen, Chief Burtloss and six men
In this district were 93 miles of track, TO THIS CITY ON SEPTEMBER 14 from
the city department, and Chief
WILL PITCH TENTS
of which the United Railroads owned
Giegoldt and fourteen men from the
IN
BARELAS.
of
80
operated
miles,
25
miles
and
shops, gathered around the large table
which were cable and 65 miles elecSells Big Shows and the great Kioto at the Alvarado last night and partric trackage. In less than three and
of one
dinners
one-ha- lf
months following the fire the Shows will exhibit in Albuquerque for took Harvey ofis those evening
noted for. The firecompany had placed in operation over one day only, Thursday, September Fred
men
filed into the big dining room at
200 miks of its trackage, leaving 50 14. Grounds have been selected just
miles, or 20 per cent of the total not outside the city limits in the Barleas 8 o'clock, Just after the dining room
had closed to the regular guests, led
in service.
Of the trackage not in precinct.
The Sells Floto shows employ near- by Chief Burtless. The members of
d
of the reservice at least
There are the city department wore their blue
construction necessary to placing it ly 6uo people all told.
uniforms, which had been given an
of departments.
In operation has already been done."
William Sells is general manager, extra brushing for the occasion, and
carried their gold braided trimmeed
with twenty-si- x
assistants on his own caps
on the backs of their heads
NEW MEXICO GOOD
direct business staff.
Two hundred and twenty men are Jauntily. The shop firemen having
employed in the working department. no regulation uniforms, were bedeckROADS CONVENTION One large cook house, with six cooks ed In their best bin and tucker, and
and twenty waiters, attend to the two the asemblage had a very distinguishdining rooms, one of which is for the ed appearance. The dinner consisted
WILL BE HELD IN ALBUQUERQUE, performers and one for the working of several courses and more than an
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18.
people. The show carries its own hour had passed before, with loosened
private restaurant on the ground, and belts, the firemen left the hotel and
The second annual meeting of the another in the regular train club car. went back to their watches of trust.
New Mexico Good Roads' convention
The show carries Its own blackThe End of The World
will be heid at Albuquerque, on Tues- smith shop, with five smithies.
day, September 18, at 8 o'clock p. m.,
There are Beventyone members of of troubles that robbed E. H. Wolfe,
at the Commercial Club.
the Elks with the show, besides Mas- of Bear Grove, la., of a.t usefulness,
All registered delegates at: the Las ons, K. P.'s, Woodmen, Odd Fellows, came when Ls began taking Electric
egas meeting are eligible to member- Eagles, etc. One hundred and ten Bitters. He writes: "Two year ago
kidney trouble caused me great sulf
ship without certificate. In addition women are In the show.
which I would never have sur
to these delegates are to be appointed
Ten acres of space are required for ering.
had I not taken Electric Bit
as follows:
the entire tented city; 3,000 stakes vlved
ters. They also cured me of general
By the governor, fifty delegates at have to be driven
to secure the can- debility." Sure
cure for all stomach.
large.
vas.
liver and kidney complaints, blood dis
By each county board, ten dele300 horses of all shades and
It
has
eases,
gates.
neadacne, dizziness and weakcolors,
By the mayor of each city, ten dele- money the finest draught horses that ness or bodily decline. Price COc. Guarcan
buy,
the
the
of
and
stud
gates.
anteed by all druggists.
By each board of trade, chamber ol racing stock. All possess pedigrees of
commerce, and any other commercial the highest imported and domestic
or business or irrigation association or rank.
Two shows are given, and the entire
interest, five delegates each.
Credentials to be sent to the secre- outfit Is moved twice daily, including
tary at Santa Fe, or presented at the parade, rain or shine.
Kive detectives accompany the show
opening session of the convention.
Governor Hagerman, R. E. Twitch-el- l and they know every crook and thief
and others will deliver addresses of reputation in America; consequentat the opening session. Much Import-on- t ly these questionable gentry give the
work can be done if proper rep- show grounds a wide berth, as they
are locked up on sight.
resentation is secured.
L. BRADFORD PRINCE,
FRANK OWEN,
President.
I OF
Secretary.
"get-away-

'

well-know- n

d

,

Hickox-Maynar-

d

the Pupils
WHO SHOULD CALL SATURDAY

Notes
Central Building-Oth- er
New
Concerning the

At

Pupils.

Through a misunderstanding
the
meeting of the Central Ialior union,
which was anonunced to take place
last evening, will take place tonight
in Central lalior hall, at & o'clock, at
which time delegates from the various
labor organizations in Hie city will
meet to discuss ways and means for
having a
day celebration bere
.Monday, September 3, the celebration
to include a parade and speeches at
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
one of the parks, probably Itobitison
'Intensely realistic." San Francisco park.
). I). Stewart Is president of the
Chronicle.
"Dr. Baldwin's performance was re- central labor body, but owing to his
markable." San Francisco Morning absence one of the vice president
meettonight's
preside
Call.
will
at
"His performance was a revelation." ing, and it in expected that a
large number of delegates will be
San franeUeo Evening Bulletin.
Dr. Baldwin can be htard at the present, and that complete plans for
Presbyterian church, Thursday, Sep- the Laltor day celebration will be
tember 0.
v

Aik for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

KREAA:

If you want results in advertising
ti7 an Evening Citizen warn ad.

308-31-
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PILSENER BEER
Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company

TEN

Colo. Phone Blfc 93

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY
AGENTS

New Home Sewing Machines
STEEL BALL BEARINGS, NONE
BETTER OR PRICES COMPARE

GAUGE
TWELVE
SHELLS, WHICH WERE
EXHAUSTED HERE THE PAST
WEEK BY THE GREAT DEMAND
OF DOVE HUNTERS, CAN NOW BE
HARD- SECURED AT MclNTOSH
AND

BORRADAILE

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

Organ Recital
AT THK

Presbyterian Church
l IB R. At.

Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. M.

September

For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment

6, 1906

And Careful Dispensing, go to
The Basy Little Drug Store
at H 7 West Railroad Avenue

DR. MINOR C. BALDWIN

The Williams D tig Company

CONCERT h
ORGANIST
c

Both Telephones.

THE BLUE FRONT
117 West Railroad

Seats on sale at Matson's
on and after Monday,
September 3, 1906.

that hecauso you can buy a cigar for
five cents it's no good. ' Truth Is K'
made to sell at that price retail at a
very small profit for maker and dealer
The White I,lly is good from

quire at

Andrea

V

Rom-

great satisfaction.

Avenue.

A.

Santa Fe Grays

The

TOU

I

pur-

Home-Made- .

FINK LINE OF
CVKKS
Always

on Hand.

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

000000CK

RAILROAD

AVENUk

makes

The telephone preservee your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

the

the carts less,

NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

TOUR

HUME

Q

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

fight to

.)' be received at Ball Grounds by
rA i. ' special wire.
fA Admission 50c

IJL'TTKU NUT
I IKK A I)

telephone

duties lighter,

and the worries fewer.

DOW YER, Prop He tors

RICHARDS

Convenience - Comfort - Security

Traction Park

AVE.

J.

113, WEST

Sunday and
Labor Day

Returns of Nels

mouth;

tip to smoking end. A box of fifty for
4.00 will prove this to your own very,

ero's Heat Market, 211 W. bold

s

Avanua

Don't Get the Impression

Alhuquergue to
Jewet every day
In the week except Sunday. In-

STAG

"

M. BERGER,

Thursday,

213 WEST RAILROAD

Than

117 Gold Avenue

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if she tells you to order a
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make ao excuse, (ti you tihotud torn
get the order), that you could set
find, it, for every Crst-clas- e
groeai
handles EMPRESS. Ton Trill lOimfr
find good bread, good biscuits, gnefl
pastry aud most Important ot all
good cheer to greet you when jra
come home for your dinner. Try M.
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empreea at
all others.

KREAM

!

-

Better

& GO,,

WARE COMPANY.

000COC000000C
FRENCH- BAKERY I
&

Auto. Phone 292

LOADED

Including car cnecKs wnen
chased in city.

S TE VENS

N. Af.

Sfc

m m m m

Browns

'

Albuquerque,

The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous
aPa0aaiaMiaaaaak

Albuquerque
'

Railroad Ave.,

0

a

UNION

-- R
CELETO DISCUSS PLANS
BRATING LABOR DAY, MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 3.

Mlbert Faber

pVi.-iitte-

BASE BALL

LABOR

4

September 4. Superintendent Clark,
of the city schools, twlshes all pupils
In the following designated classes to
call at the Central High school building Saturday morning at 9 o'clock:
1.
All pupils who are entering these
schools for the first time except the
beginners in the first grade.
2. All pupils who were in these
schools last year, but for some reason
failed to receive an assignment card,
conditional promotion card or promotion card to some grade for this year.
3. All pupils who are in doubt about
their classification In the grades or in
the high school.
4. Pupils entering
these BchoolB
from private or parochial schools will
report for examination on this date.
5. Pupils coming to us from public
schools with no regular
promotion
cards or certificates will report for
examination at the same time.
Speaking of some of the other pupils Prof, dark said:
"Pupils entering from standard public schools with regular promoti.
or
assignment cards will be
without examination,
"Little children entering )
first
grades win not report at the ru;erln-tendent'office, but will go directly
to their ward buildings and report to
the principals on Tuesday morning,
September 4. It is advisable that
these children enter the first day of
school. None will be accepted after
a very few days.
I he principals and teachers are In
structed to accept no pupils living outside of their wards, except those who
are
and those specified
In The Evening Citizen August 25.
All people wno would like to furnish board or room for teachers will
please send name, address and brief
statement of accommodations to the
superintendent at once."

thirty-six-hea-

CENTRAL

THERE ARE DIFFERENT GRADES
at different prices, but eachiXa good furniture as
can be built inits respective line.

Monday being Labor day the public
schools of the city will not open for
the fall term f worn until Tuesday,

one-thir-

Santa Fe Delegates.
The broad of trade of Santa Fe has
1
honias U. Catrno, Benjamin
named
M. Head and Johu G. S human, as its
delegates 10 tue annual meeting of the
National Irrigation Congrtss, to be
held at Boise, Idaho, on September 3,
The following delegates
have also
be. u appointed by the same organization, respectively, for the
Ssneep
growers' and Good Roads' conven
Hons, which wiii take place during
talr wteK at Alhuqerque:
Good
Roads' convention, Frank Owtn, A. H.
nrouueau ami Paul A. F. Walte
neep urowers convention,
ernor i,. tsrauiord Prince, H. B. Cart
wright and Frederick
tiller.

la by all odds the most conspicuous piece ot furniture la your
dining room; hence, It ahooli
combine the
Artlatlo With the Useful.
You n experience a feeling of
satisfaction when 70a act 1
hostess If your table li a good
one. Pe It
Modern or Colonial
In
Quartered,
or
Golden
Wheathered Oak, vg are confident you'll find our prices for
"quality furniture nearly ai
cheap as you'll pay elsewhere
for the commonplace.

On Account of Atonday Being
go
Labor Day-L- ist
of
the

STORY.

FIYS

f

i

oooo

The St.
JOSEPH

t20

BARNETT,

X

I

Finest Whiskies

Prop'r.

West Railroad Avenue

Wines, Brandies. Etc.
-

SAMPLkC A NO
CLUB ROOMS

O0eOeO

TO THE LADIES:

Hot weather Is here too warm to wash and iron. Bend your
Sulrt Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them
anA will deliver them to you In a nice box they will M4 be
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gloss finish.
Back of Postoffice.
Call the Red Wagons.
Auto., 119; Colo, Red 145.
cor-rectl- y

Imperial Laundry Co.

fV'
0
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GREAT METROPOLIS

IN

I

stretched she grasped them In licr
"Oh. come raresalnic flngerj and as she warbled
she plucked tho long
(With me Mhere the bouncing ,.,,(..:a
1, little song
han(,0(,
np
M ,Mt
floware
They
the
prettiest
Erow.
wl:n "Her3, dearie, they are nil for
tors In all the field. Come rnrt I will you."
THIS WAS A HL1ND BABY.
tshow you."
A ba.i.y-- soft hand stole Into the SNATCHED FROM A VILE NEW
TENEMK.VY
HOUSE BY
tender grasp of a fiir young womtn YOHK
ONR OF THK SWEETEST CHABIT-Bnqj.- THE METROPOLIS,
the small body hpp:an to lead the
She Is one of 3i children from the
jway down the lil.l. Through the tall
grass she tugged, somewhat ntnmb- - slums, born to lives of darkness, but
brought tosethcr In the light of love
linsly, but with her destination
,n
con,f;)rt and
home by
Cecily marked.
m,,, 0o,,i R,,a waVes through the
H r merry giggling voice rang out l bought fulness of one soulfu' young
q;
near t lieni. woman.
again, "We are get-iA couple of year
ago Mrs. Cyn- lonr little bouncing pes."
With chubby littls hands out- - thla M. Tregear, a working woman,

tSlM'cial Correspondence.
New York, Aug. 29.

NEW MEXICO
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happened to se. a poor blind baby
suffering in a home of poverty. She!
learned that there was no institution
for tho care and education or blind
without means and upon her ivspon- sil.ility
to lound , a home
derided
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Hn.oklyn school for tho summer, and
tire housed in an old mansion near
lUth Beach, where cool breezes Hood
in from die sea, giving Mrcnriii and
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i"it- - toriiey, x:o- also la a
!'e ;'. ; ii,! r 12. Th olticial call of election tor
dtaliy invited to attend yt;,)
...:;.,,aa Burkhart is as follows:
lit txrriaily n, Nx iv .Xli'Xlx'o x;e; I'i'pre-siiv Attol'Pev ('., e r.l X',.!iltll C.
lit
nrv, ,p ion of the democrats of n
A
Ueid.
Sl'MMKUS Bl'KKIl ia-Ji. i ,;: .he, cr.ititv is hereby called lo
il
Chairman Couiry i.'itioir.'t i, t
The folloxx
business xxas iiaa- tt.e city hall in All.iKiut-niuii..
:
d
ConimiUee.
f ii-S.
.n
at 10
o;ir lav, Sentembi-T. F. MOti KIN', Hccretarx.
No. "!i::, Flon ace V. .lohnsioii. a .
, !
a
i. to select i.iue (l
lain isl ral v. cic. annedee. vs. II. I..
tc conven
to
iirraoi'ta. itemoi-ra!.. aimellani.
Baca,
Ihveeut ion it- MERCHANT TAILOWX
on Wi',1-i- i,
tioti t a be held lit Santa
1
.tailed and quashed.
Sx ptimbx r
-,
sia;.-ini. to nomiKIlaoil- l'r al- nate a delegate from New Mexico tu UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST1 Ni)"
l'tlonuua 1'ere.i tie Otero, et
RAILROAD
diM.'111'
ihe Sixtieth congress.
O.
AVENUE.
Alll,';
II
vs ..,llti:lo
rtfcii
If I,
r.i n . - tt
I'm. .aides uro hereby called to be
al.. appellees.
Ihilty ttaxs leave
held in the various precincts of the
My merchant tailoring shop la ui granted to appellee to file brief.
county to be culled to order by the
No. 1127, Territorv of New Mexico,
herein stairs over No. 20'J West Railroad ave- precinct
chairmen
several
named on Saturday, September 1. nue. where I solicit the patronage of appellant, vs. John Mills, et a!., np- public. All work Ruaranteed first- - pellees.
granted to tile brief.
3100 at 7:3u p. m.t at places to be
No. 1115. Territory of New Mexico,
designated by said chairman in the class, as I have had fifteen years" ex- perlence
In
the business. Suits made appellee, vs. M. 1). "Mi liter, appellant.
precincts out aide of Albuquerque, and
Clothes
order.
cleaned, pressed ano lu ave
to tile brief.
12,
Albuquerque,
the
I'leciuct
at
ia
repaired. The specific I use will noti No. 1131 Southern Car Mauufactur- -'
city bal! and in Precinct 20, Albuquer- Injure
cloth.
the
Indies' garments lug Company appellant, vs. Warren
que, at the oftice of the Justice of
cleaned and walking skirts made Wagner appellee. Argued and sub- the peace, of f.ald precinct on South also
to
order. Give me a trial.
mitted on its merits '
Third fetreet, io select delegates to
O. BAMBINI.
i
ro Bernhardt Mver.
v0 1117
aaid county convention, and said
o
bankrupt. Subiuitted on briefs.
are cm tiled to the following
"My child was
burned terribly
nun
of delegates:
a!",ut ,n fac0- - n,rk and cueiit- I P"
:
No Delegates pU(!a
l'rx
1r Thomas. Eief..ric 0u The
!;. elas Nicolas Ortega, chair
1.
pain ceased and the child sank Into
and
1
ii, an
a restful sleep." Mrs. Nancy M. HaniPlk. llnPsorlwlbetuui,..
2 son,
3. Alameda
V,
Hamburg,
N.
Li asa ptultli-e- irlvt-- Instant ro- 4. Kanchos do Albuquerque Am- In t. lr. V il,
fl uimit
i nrenurrxi for i'iloi anxi Itch
brosio Zamora, chairman.... S
THE
FAMINE
OF
LOADED l!
tvery bux U
ln if ili.j prixula purl,
5. Barelas Trinidad Luier-iSHELLS HAS BEEN BROKEN BY
,
i,y uiun on rn.
jiy
iirrunieii.
1 THE MclNTOSH
chairman
HARDWARE COM. 2j;f1';;";v
. WlUlflllS
CO.. I'roi.
Grlegos Justiano
Mo.
fl. I
PANY JUST RECEIVING 25.000, ALL
1 SIZE SHOTS.
Uya, chairman
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON
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,.. id til a ooiti; a niilx- atih a half
tioi.i Boaa. Tin- mules xeie iyir.K
ii. ad ia the load, ixxo of them in tho

utln-two bediiud the
they l:;i,l been led. Two
nix .1 ,xere s'liia.n in
die srat, one
I'Mi.ii
a lti t hi for war and the other
Tii.-lit
liail.xxard.
had been
;l'
'
f t'nve days, .xidently, for
l
udly .sxvoliea ii id had be
hey
.tua
dec enpose. The party (11,1 not
in i ,x:; iirate, or ex en look iu the wag- on ior oilier ixi'iies tiiu l
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tele.;r:i:a

MOKNINj,

r,'.r:ini

zona, ftoiu Ihi. 'e

:d
.sttaie;;

Q

Tiif en.

-
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Ari-

irsha! iten
Itanitds slated that .Mrs. D.iiii - iii,il
Sunday moniie- at in, poria, Kmisas.
Tile telegram was adilreshed to i).
.
Willt'ts, taix'f deputy in the mar-- j
lit
Mini a 111,11 v.
it was naieu rMU'.uay
and lead
follows -- Mrs.
Banixds died litre tills morning at
,hSU o'clock."
No additional informa
tion as given.
Mrs. Daniels bad been vl.dting rela-- ,
uxes Hi mile r,pi ings, xio. ueur nan-saCity. Siie had been there for sev-- t
ral weelis.
Marshal l:inie.s left Tucson . aurs-damorning to join Mrs. Daniels. On
Friday a telegram was received from
Mrs. Daniels asking If Marsn.il Danwas
A reply
iels had yet started.
sent back mat he had.
it is supposed that Mrs. Daniels
then went to Kmpori.i. Kan., to meet
Mr. Daniels, who nas relatives living
there.
apparently
in
Mrs. Daniels was
good health wlien she lelt Tucson for
a visit with htr relatives In Missouri.
She was aUnit 45 years old and baa
been married about twenty years. ...ar-sha- l
Daniels and his wife have resided
in tl.y west nearly all of this time.
l

M

n.-- s
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Hives, eczema, itcn or salt rheum
, ue i
a..u i uui sets you crazy. Can't bear the touc'ii
o on-iriy
Siinphou, brothers,
whose home is of your clothing. Doan's Ointment
H11j
of EiMa. cures the most obstinate cases. Why
haf n;iIes
Ti:,,v ,,,,! been to Smith fprlnjr south. suffer. All druggists sell it.
xx

L.. .cy,i

PASSED AW,.V SUDDENLY

It35is3ia!

8
Cil

4

Colonist Rates to
Calif ornia and the

Northwest...

O
O
O

Second Class Colonist Tickets will be sold to
all principal points on the A. T. & S. F., and
Southern Pacific Railways, in California, at

s

matter was reported tc.
e
vxomuun in itoswcn ne
'o take a justice and jury to
Hoaz for an Inquest, but later found
the men's last name was Siinp-t- o
tat
s""- 1111(1 tnat lll0' 113,1 relatives in
' hl' '""tb part of the county.
This
('use, the sheriff to send his deputy,
J"11 'l ax lor. w ho is also constable of
lllH n"'th precinct, to investigate this
'morning. I'nderlaker Clarence L'llery
and an assistant also went to look
after ili bodies, should it be neces-Kiir- v
in hrlnu them liack. Il Im
the men were killed by a Ik.11 of
liulii niiig. and unless the relatives ask
p ii,,...
Slioul.l
.iii
nil innuest.
'hey d, sire an Inquest the bodies will
ioiigh' to Boswell for the inquest,
H'"rt

l

Iluy'er'i r.r.J

MARSHAL IS DEAD

..

harm.

or sni7n!ii'0

the

hit

a
'.

it

rate of $25.00.

For other rates and full information, call at the Santa Fe ticket office.
T.

E. PURDY.

Agent

oooocooaoos
Where the P, D. Loses.
the last issue of the Flaindealer
the type inadvertently said that W. H.
,i
i
fa., ...
i.
.11..
should have read W. U. Meier and
brother, but Mr. Meier says if lie had:
'
a son big enough to haul tile he would
subscribe for two copies of the Plain-- i
dealer. St. James
(Minn.) Plain- dealer.
In

Rollo and His Father.
It was at the league park that Bxillo
asked. "What Is meant bv the batiins

ordl

r- -

lK,'1pel

""'s

wlle
'ou' '"other has tnem
send up some cotton for the quilting
bee," said the erudite parent, absent- mindedly taking a big handful of
Hollos peanuts.

i
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Thursday Evening, August 30, 1906

"Lovers and Lunatics"
The Great Three Act Laugh Provoking Comedy
STRONG CAST OF CHARACTERS

TERRITORIAL TOPICS

R
THE FARMINGTON FAIR
WILL BE BEST EVER
The Farmlngton fair la going to l.e
the best ever, says the Hustler. In
addition to the fruit and vegetaoie-displays and races, It. u proposed to
Rive the best exhibition
of Indian'
dances that has ever been shown off
the reservation.

I

i

ARIZOAN

Benefit of Highland Methodist Church

M'l

XXIH
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CITIZEN.
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ELKS OPERA HOUSE

EVENING

SOON
LOCATED

THE LEAK

sumeriand

i

was

A QUESTION !

This Strong:
Guarantee

Mr. Wage Earner! What is your most valuable asset?
Is it not your time? When sick or disabled your
a
wages soon stop and expenses are increased; Insure
your time as well as your life in the Pacific Mutual

WITH EVERY VEHI- CLE WE SELL.
Any part failing
material or workman- - Q
hip will be made good it
without expense to the
owner, Irreepectlre ofB

J

A $2,000.00 policy provides
$2,000.00 in case of death.
$200.00 per year for ton years In case of total disability.
$10.00 per week wher. disabled by accident.
$10.00 per week sick benefits.

out riding in nis auto with a lady at
night. He thought his tank was leakLoan values commencing second year.
ing and struck a match to look for
'
holstering. trimming and painting. Ring
General Admission 50c, Reserved Seats 75c
6
Cash or paid-u- p
the leak. He found it when an
hr writ, ir call.
insurance at end of 10, 15, or 20 year
came. He and the young lady
period.
fled, while the woodwork of the auto
Total cost, age 25, only $46.30.
was burned up. The loss Is $250.
CORNER OF FIRST 8TREET AND TIJERAS
Other amounts in same proportion.
AVENUE.
For particulars address or see
28, 1906
RETIRES FROM ACTIVE
NEWSPAPER RPRVir.F
E. N. Buck, formerly of the Naco
B. SCHWENTKER,
Budget, who recently
started
the
Now
Mono
lor
Moxlco and Northern Arlaona
tor
sentially local in character, and not, Daily Telegram in Globe, will retire
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
Room i, N. T. Armljo Bldg.
under the provisions of existing leg- from active participation In the pubWrite For Agency.
.
islation, so related to interstate move- lication of that paper on account of
MALL, Rroprlofr
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;
ments as to constitute an element hs physical infirmities. Geo. "W.
thereof.
u MeuI; Column Md ,ro laaftlam
assumes business control of
BildiSgs?
t
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Give- us vnur
.w
"This Work of formula in anil nre- - the paper and a brother of Mr. Buck
ROtmu nsv
i
wii
i
nuifti
Monday, and get Is back Wednesday.
paring needed changes and modiflca- - will take charge of the editorial.
nopmlrm on Mining mini mm Mmohlnory m ooolmlt
Small Holding Claim.
tlons In existing tariff schedules and Kews comes from Glole that the SilFoundry eaat aide ot railroad track.
uii'ciiui jjBuuury v;o.
701.)
(No.
Albaqserase, H. WL
additional supplemental schedules was ver Belt, the pioneer newspaper of
so voluminuous and expensive as to Globe, will also take the daily field Department of the Interior, United
require the continuous and exclusive n the near future.
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
service of .200 clerks during the past
AugUBt 25, 1906.
CHINESE
LODGE
IN
three weeks. Fortunately, this work
ARIZONA AND CANANEA
was begun so early that most, if not
THE SHORT LINE
Notice Is hereby given that the folloIf a person having an average wing-named
an, tne tariff schedules were approvFROM
claimant has filed notice
on general of his Intention to make final proof
ed, printed and in the hands of the amount of information
General Building SgppHes
local agents for posting and also filed subjects were told that a lodge repre- in support of his claim under sections
senting
a
membership
of b.000,000 16 and 17 of the act of March 3. 1891
with the Interstate Commerce commisSanta Fe Issues a Circular sion
by or before August 28, when persons and saving a treasury fund of (26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
$600,000,000.
at
lowest
estimate act
the
me
rate bill became effective.
21. 1893 (27 Stats.,
To
Showing the Attractive
Both Phones
whose object is the uplifting of a race 470), otandFebruary
Third and Marquette
that said proof will be made
and
upbuilding
the
an
emof
ancient
TOUCHED FOR HIS KIT
before
court
United
Wages Offered.
States
the
St, Paul, Minneapolis,
OF TOOLS AT TRINIDAD pire to tne plant of its former great- commissioner
at Albuquerque, N.
Charles Keel, a surveyor for the ness and civilization, was to be found M., on October
6,
ylz.:
1906,
AND THE NORTHWEST. ,
& Arizona railroad, which here, they would be inclined to disbe- Manuel
E. Chavez,
administrat
Coincident with the announcement Colorado
We have received a ear loal of
...
is building out of Raton, wag touched lief, and would remain so until all the or of the estate of Antonio Jose
them right out we will make a very lo7n i
of low one way excursion rates to Cal- for his kit and all of his belongings at facts were given, says the Tombstone Chavez,
holdfor
deceased,
the
small
w
v"""'
us and car load freight.
ifornia daily between September 15 trio banta Fe depot, says the Trinidad Prospector.
ing claim No. 701, Sec. 25, Twp. 7 N.,
The
"Chinese
Empire
AssoReform
and October 31, "W. J. Black, passen- Advertiser.
R. 2 E.
Keel arrived from the east and ciation" has in Cananea one small
ger trafllc manager of the Santa Fe
He names the following witnesses
To
branch
of
great
the
order
to,
referred
towhile
he had occasion
come 'up
railroad, has issued a circular in reto prove his actual continuous adverse
having
its
officers
and
transacting
some
Town
parties made away with
gard to the rebuilding of San FranCHICAGO,
possession
twenty
of
said
tract
for
MINNEAPOLIS,
cisco, and setting forth the need of his outfit, which he valued at $150. their business in regular manner.
ST. PAUL. FORT nonr.c
The most wonderful part of the years next preceding the survey of the
labor, both skilled and unskilled, in Mr. Keel reported his loss to the po- story
lownsnip,
WATERLOO.
DUBUQUE,
viz:
GALENA,
not been toid, as this order,
that city, and the attractive wages of- lice and they are working on the case, havinghas
Juan Apodaca, Valencia, N. M.;
FREEFORT,
ROCKFORD.
the greatest present memberbut up to a late hour last night no
fered. Mr. Black says:
finest,
The
HArvloa
Benito
tn
Armljo,
train
Valencia,
N.
M.;
ship of auy in the world.
The pressing need now is not for arrests had been made.
Sanchez, Peralta, U. M.; Meli-to- points; also to New Orleans, Mem- The Cananea lodge of the order has
Mr. Keel came here on the way to
more money uor more food, but for
pius, vickBburg,
S. Otero, Peralta, N. M.
Evansvllle, Ind.;
a
membership
of
a
lo
and
filled
well
Mexico
New
in
the interest of his treasury,
more workmen. "Won't you pass the
Any person who desires to protest Naahville. Tenn
.To.ir.
Atlanta n
officers
ihe
prosperous
are
company.
railroad
He
left his grips
word along that; San Francisco offers
against the allowance of said proof, aonville. Fla.. and All nth
merchants.
is
also
ihtre
a
quite
on
platform
while
the
he made a visit
employment all winter long at topor who knows of any substantial rea- the south and southeast.
up town. During his temporary ab membership In Tombstone.
notcli wages, for all classes of
son tinder the laws and regulations of
Ticket Office, 805 Ceventeenth St.,
sence someone made away with the
ROSWELL DOWNS
the Interior department why such uenver, coio. Phone, Main 1125.
grips.
WRITE TO US AT ONCE.
There is plenty of work to be done
JAMES CULTON.
THE GAMBLERS proof should not be allowed will be
The value of the grips will not
in San Francisco and vicinity, but a
given
meeting
i
At
the
lant
an
oonnof the citv
opportunity at the aboveCommercial Agt J. KORRER & CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerqce
amount to much, except to Mr. Keel, ell, saloon men
uepiorawe scarcity of laborers.
gamblers pre mentioned time and place to
the party who made away wiQi sented a. petmon and
ihe following schedule of wages unless
asking
spea
the witnesses of said claimant,
PIONEER BAKERY
prevails, based on an eight-hou- r
day them Is a surveyor, and knows the cial election be called, atthat
their py- - and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
Bricklayers, $7; Cement workers, value of the goods a taken.
pense,
to
allow
voters
the
to show that submitted bv claimant.
a
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WE FILL
?o; nod carriers, ?4; plasterers,
5;
their wishes on the question of reMANUEL
OTERO, ,
Btonecutters, 14.75; carpenters, M to FOREIGNERS RUSHING
storing licensed gambling.
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
Register.
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
TO CALIFORNIA
carpenters neipers,
Their plea was that the ordinance
There is quite an influx of laboring prohibiting
SI; blacksmiths. S4:
black
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEgambling
We
patronage
desire
was
by
passed
Mrs.
Bambini, ai her parlors, No.
and we guariiiio caiuornia, many or tnem go- a former council without first having 209
smiths' helpers, J2.bu; cabinet makers niuu
At Consistent
antee first class baklnr.
NUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
West
"la
preRailroad
ing
avenue,
Paso,
via
El
'the
Herald
had
the
3.5U; muimen, $3.50;
S6
lathers,
any well
or reliable expression pared to give thorough scalp treat- 207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
COMMERCE.
Prices
o
shinglers, $4; painters, $4; painters' the following news concerning this from the defined
qualified voters as to wheth- ment, do hair dressing, tret corns,
travel:
neipers,
So;
er
gambling
should
prohibited
or
be
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
"Foreigners are going through this not;
S4; paperhangers, J4; plumba large majority of the vot- gives massage treatment and manicurers, $6; plumbers' helpers. $2.50: ma city for tne Pacific coast every dav ers ofthat
LIVERY,
Roswell
are
pres
to
opposed
ing.
SALE, FEED AND TRANSthe
Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
chinists, 3.75; tinners, S4; sheetmetal and they seem to be taking advantage ent
FER STABLES.
and in of complexion cream builds ud the
workers, S4; boilermakers, $3:50; sta of the colonists' rates now In effect iavor oi regulating ordinance
gambling by the skin and Improves the complexion, Horses and Mules Bought and
PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHE3 AND
the east to California. Sunday
tionary engineers, $4;
$4; from
v"
Bume. ana is guaranteed not to he Injurious,
BRUSHES.
iw
Greeks from Chicago, nine
glaziers, $4; teamsters, $2.75; unskill- fifty-nin- e
some discussion and a nlea She also prepares a hair tonic that BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles. Lap
teen irom st. iouis, five Austrians byAner
ed laborers, $2 to $2.50.
up
W. W. Gatewood, attorney for the cures and prevents dandruff
Second
Street,
Whips,
between
Dusters,
Railroad and
Axle Oils, etc. Pal
and nalr
The United Railways of San Fran- and three Germans passed through gammers, wno
made
mention
ot
Copper
falling
metto
out;
Avenue.
Roof Paint; lasts five years and
restores life to dead hair;
cisco want 2,000 workmen for recon the city enroute to California.
George Washington, Thomas Jefferson removes moles,
208 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
stops leaks. Cae'n paid for Hides and
warts and superfluous
structing tracks; they pay $2 a day "Twenty Italians went through Mon- and William J. Brya.i
who
believed
hair.
Also a face powder, a freckle
Pelts.
THIRD
s
in tents. The day morning, eighteen going to the in submitting all questions of public
and furnish
cure and pimple cure
408 WEST RAILROAD
pile cure.
AVENUE.
Ocean Shore railway wants 1,000 day coast and two to Bisbee.
interest to the people, and the Lord All of theae preparationsand are
"Five Chinese were on their way Jesus
purely
laborers on the line to Santa Cruz;
Christ
who
ate
and
drank
with
vegetable
compounds. Have lust ad
7.
they are paying $2 to x.50 ia day. home going through this country In publicans, a vote was taken
and the ded a vibrator machine for treatment All Kinds of Fresh
The Union Iron works are short 500 bond from Blueflelds, Nicarauga."
and
Salt
Meat.
resolution was lost by a vote of six of scalp, faco and
cure of wrinkles.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT- Emen. The fruit growers need help to HUDSON
Steam Sausage Factory.
with Raaoe & Mauger.
to four, as follows: Yeas Bell, It is also used for rheumatism,
GETS ONE
pains
NOTARY PUBLIC.
harvest tneir big crops.
'
Church,
Stone
navs
Whiteman:
and
massage
ana
MORE
TITLE
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
The state labor commissioner, W. V.
Office, 115 North First 8t
Burns, Johnson, Jump, Kinsinger,
was issued by the Mexi
o
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
Telephone.
Stafford, has made public (with en- canA circular
174.
Automatic
ALBUQUERQUE.
N.
M.
In Self uefense
Pacific Railway company, whlcn wisely ana wyilys.
dorsement of the secretary of San is
Major Hamm, editor and manager of
constructing tne
Francisco Building Trades council)
&
8ummcr Diarrhoea in Children.
the Constitutionalist, Emminence, Ky.,
line of the Mexican Central
this urgent demand for more men in railroad, appointing
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL BSTAT
During
fiercely
when
was
he
r
hot
the
weatu
c.
attacked,
R.
four
of
Hudson
vice
the
THE CELEBRATED
the building trades.
LOANS.
montus the first unnatural loose- years ago, by piles, bought a box of
of that company. The apThe scale of wages paid is higher president
Automatic phone 451.
i
General Repair Shop.
pointment
ness
Bucklen's
a
of
was
Arnica
child's
h
bowels
should
made
Salve,
of
a
at
meet
he
sneolal
wtlcn
than prevails in the east.
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Steady employment is guaranteed
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York.
the disease before it becomes serious. no trouble since." Quickest healer of
line and gas stoves repaired.
all through the winter months, when iNew
TOTI A GRADI
Mr.
- All that Is necessary is-- a few doses burns, sores, cuts and wounds.
Hudson
will
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assist
the
cold weather has practically discon- dent, A. A. Robinson,
to
Next
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at
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in
Colic,
work
Cholera
Dealers
the
and
la Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
tinued building operations in the east. of building the
Third street.
to the west coast. Diarrhoea Remedy followed by a dose
Grain and Fuel.
iDe California winter is warm and Mr. Hudson is line
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
president
of
oil
castor
vice
to
system.
cleanse
the
of
Fine
Line of Imported Wines, Liquor
the
sunshiny, permitting outdoor work
Mexican central railroad.
Rev. M. O. Stockland, paBtor of the BREAD and- take no other.
and Cigars, place your orders ton
every day.
The construction of the extension is nrst m. e. cnurcu. Little Falls, Minn.,
this line with us.
The low second class colonist rates
Bottled in Bond.
the direct charge of Lewis writes:
We have used Chamberlain's
NORTH THIRD STREET.
to California, via the Santa Fe, author- under
0. W. Strong's Sons
Kingman,
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chief
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The work of cleaning up the debris
INBURANCE.
WITH
Charles Gibson was checked In druggists.
burnt-over
Secretary
Mutual Building AMOettfr
Distillers.
in the
business district is Tuesday as. station agent and teletlon. Office at 217 West KaUroa
progressing quite satisfactorily.
The graph operator at Wflllard, vice V. W.
FRANKFORT, KY.
avenue.
principal retail trade is now on Fill Dycus, resigned. Mr.
PILLS
formerly MOTT'S PENNYROYAL
more sireet ana van iNess avenue, held the same position Gibson
resigned
They overcome Weaknrna, Irreirn- but
to
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where
small structures have attend college.
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In the old business center several
tOfrirUi.t womanhood, aidiiiK deJ. C. Allison, a Santa Fe brakeman,
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
Sole Agents.
velopment of orrn and body. No
Free Trial.
big office buildings are partially re was seriously and proliably
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
known rt medv for women eiulg
fatally inAlbuquerque, M. M.
thm. - I'annot tin harm lir lui.
paired and occupied. AH around them jured, while coupling an engine onto
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may be seen temporary stores, which a train, near Orange, Cal.,
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MOTT CHEMICAL CO t i..i.d.o.
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
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Reserved Seats on Sale at Matson's After
Tuesday, August
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HOW RATE LAW HAS
MADE RAILROADS

WORK
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Pennsylvania System Tell How That
Company Got Ready For
New Era.
't

Philadelphia, August 20. The rail
road rate bill passed by the last congress became law on Tuesday. Some
thing of the amount of work required
a. raiii-oacorporation in arranging
10 comply witn us provisions will be
seen from the following statement
authorized by the Pennsylvania Rail
road company:
"In turtherance of the well sealed
purpose and policy of the Pennsvl
vauia Railroad company in good faith
to observe and comply with all sub
stantial requirements of the recently
enacted rate bill, its principal traffic
and transportation officers and other
officials, in conjunction with its coun
sel, have, since the passage of the
bill, been diligently and almost con
tinuously engrossed in the onerous,
exacting and complicated work neces
sarily required to accommodate the
situation.
"While the methods and practice
heretofore pursued by the company
in respect to the filing of tariffs with
the Interstate Commerce commission
generally accord with the letter and
intent of the rate bill, there are,
now required nianifoid modifications and additional specifications
of the company's numerous and voluminous tariffs on file with the commission, and also supplements covering and revising all such switching
'barges of the company as relate to
interstate commerce, most of which
have heretofore been regarded as es- -

COME

its Location

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

B1LILN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUER-eiHII. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
fcUIK OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
IABT AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITV, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 2Zx
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND

B.

a

l
n

Tne Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES;
PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $1C,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE, BEAN'S AND HAY
W CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
TUB HEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

$
i

!0000000KKK00
IV000OCO4KOKaK

TO BELEN, N. M.

The Belen Town and

JOHN BECKER,
i

Pres.

WM, BER6EB,

nnnaa

0000K4K000OwCC
A Railway Center

i

yy

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
ONE-THIR-

MONEY CASH.

TWO-THIRD-

S

D

MAY REMAIN ON

NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

provement Co.
:

201-21- 1

Sec'y.
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of the chief chef at St urges' European
noiei. Mr. and Mrs. wara win go xo
the City of Mexico on their honeymoon trip, leaving tonight. On their
return they will be at home to their
friends at the corner of North Fifth
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
s'reet and Mountain Road.
The advance sale of tickets to "LovPartly cloudy tonight and Friday, ers and Lunatics," which Is the bill
with local showers in north portion; at the Elks' opera house ihls evening, promises a very large house. The
proceeds of the performance will go
to the Highland Methodist church.
Little waiHts of netting,
Mrs. William Fair 'and children,
Little silken hose,
who spent a greater part of the sumWin the lovely maidens
mer months In gout hern California,
Regiments of beaux.
have returned to the city. They reBaltimore Sun.
port having enjoyed a most delightful
perfect
In
outing, and all return
The Brown'a are in town.
health."Lovers and Lunatics" at Elks opThe Ladles of the G. A. H., who
era house this evening.
picnicked
at. Bear canyon yesterday
Mrs. A. R. Armljo went to Cerlllos
in a body, returned to the city last
this morning to visit friends.
night, tired but happy. The weather
Hon. Solomon Luna was a passer.- - was of that quality for which New
ger for Santa Fe this morning.
Mexico Is famous, and a most tlollgnt-fti- l
Mrs. Emma Dawson, of Jemez, N.
time was had.
M., Is registered at the Alvarado.
The work of installing the new pipe
church,
Col. George K. Nehar and Henry organ in the Presbyterian
Westerfeld are up the river today, which Is being (lone by C. M. Topliff.
dove hunting.
an expert sent here for that purpose,
Mr. and Mrs. William Gregg are In Is well under way and will be comthe city from Estancla visiting and pleted lu ample time for the concert,
which Is to take place on September 6.
shopping.
R. L. Balke of the R. L. Balke TradAttorney E. W. Dobson returned to
the city from attending supreme court ing company, of Phoenix, Ariz., Is
spending the day In the city while reat Santa Fe.
turning home from a curlo buying
H.
Senator W.
Andrewa returned to trip
Mr. Balke Is an old
the city this morning from a business friendto ofMexico.
Bebber,
the Gold avenue
Dr.
trip down south.
optician.
The Dank of Commerce building Is
What's the Brown's hanging around
having a coat of black paint applied for?
to Its front exterior.
Mrs. W. H. Greer returned to the
William Farr left last night for city
this morning from a visit of a
Crawley, Calif., near which town he couple
of months duration in Luna
has a cattle and hog ranch.
county on the numerous ranches of
W .A. McGrew, the fire Insurance the Victorio Land & Cattle Company.
adjuster. Is In the city from Denver, Colonel Greer, who Is In St. Louis at
accompanied by Mrs. McGrew.
present, is expected home the latter
Miss Sallle E. King, of the Albu
part of the week.
querque high school, has returned
Mrs. McNeely and daughters, Wal-ti- e
from a visit to Missouri friends.
and Zuma, who have been the
Dr. T. M. Michaels, field surgeon for guests of Mr. and Mrs. Stowell, of 508
the New Mexico Eastern railway east South Broadway, left this morning for
of Eprls, Is registered at the Alva their home at Topeka. The McNeelys
had been on a pleasure trip to the
rado.
Fred Nichols, bookkeeper at the Pacific coast and stopped oft in AlbuFirst National bank, has returned querque while en route home.
from a visit to his parents at Pen
The New Mexican says: Millard
Yan, N. Y.
Clancy returned yesterday from AlProf. Hiram Hadley, territorial su buquerque, where he has been on a
perintendent of public Instruction, Is visit to relatives. It is understood that
visiting the Albuquerque teachers' In- the young man will attend the New
Mexico Military institute at Roswell
stitute today.
the coming school year, and
Hon. H. O. Bursum. mayor, of So during
corro, returned to the Gem ?ity last will leave for Rosv.'ell Sunday night.
W. D. Lee of Alamosa, superintend
night after a short visit to the terri
of the fourth division of the Denver
torial metropolis.
& Rio Grande railroad, was in Santa
Electric power has been Installed Fe Tuesday
and yesterday on
in the office of La Bandera Ameri his periodical Inspection trips.one ot
cana, the leading Spanish newspaper came in his pnivate car and was He
acof central New Mexico.
companied by George Shone, the masThe new Korber blacksmith buildter mechanic of the same railroad
ing opposite the city building is fast whose headquarters are also at Alanearing completion, the workmen now mosa.
being engaged on interior work.
Miss Graham, a saleslady at the
Mrs. M. C. Turner and children, Golden Rule dry goods store, fell while
family of the mall carrier, have re- skating at the opera house rink last
turned from Santa Fe, where they night and was rendered unconscious
visited friends for the past few days. for several minutes.
She was sent
George It Yott of Chicago Is here to her home In the Grand Central ho
at the bedside of his mother, Mrs. tel in a carriage, but her Injuries were
Yott. who has been quite ill at St. soon found to be not serious, and ihls
Joseph's hospital with typhoid fever. morning she was able to return to
The Lion store, on West Railroad work.
Dr. H. S. Cocram of New Orleans
avenue, is receiving a new coat of
paint on the interior, and other im- has distinguished himself by killing
bear, which he shot a
provements are contemplated lor the a silver-tippe- d
few days ago on the upper Rio Pecos.
store.
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. McGulre, whu Ur. Cocram spent several months in
visited relatives and friends at Chey- Albuquerque a few years ago, stopenne and Denver, came in on the flyer ping at the Alvarado. The doctor this
at noon today. They will continue to summer has been spending a few
weeks in the Pecos country, hunting
Helen tonight.
fishing.
Special communication of Tempi and
Classes will be resumed at St. Mlodge No. 6, A. F. & A. M., this evening at 8 o'clock. Work in the E. A. ichael's college, Santa Fe, on Monday.
3. Young men or boys who
degree. By order of the W. M. J. C. September
propose entering for the first time are
Ferger, secretary.
requested to present themselves for
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. McAtee of 400 examination aud
classification at once.
Atlantic avenue, have returned to the Those of last year's
who discity frem a pleasant visit to relatives continued before the classes
regular June exat Denver. They were absent from amination and who expect promotion
the city Ave weeks.
snouid report tor examination at the
Daniel Morelll and son Tony have same time.
returned to New Mexico from a visit
Captain and Mrs. Wt H. Wagley, ot
to their native land. Mr. Morelll says Hubbard City, Texas, who have been
that Italy doesn't look good to him touring California the past few
any more. He 11 take America for his. months and stopped over
here to
Deputy United
States Marshal spend a few days, will leave either
George Kaseman went to Santa Fe tonight or tomorrow morning for their
this morning tp . prepare for United Texaa home. They want to see the
States court, which opens there for Pecos country, over in the artesian
the fall term on Tuesday of next belt, and will probably leave the railroad at Torrance, and take the autoweek.
mobile route from there to Roswell.
Have you seen Brown's?
Workmen today began laying the
Mrs. 8. McCammon of 724 South
Edith atreet, has returned from a visit foundation for the sectional maple
to relatives at Bay City, Mich. While floor to be installed at the corner of
In the east Mrs. McCammon made Railroad avenue and Fifth street for
side pleasure trips to Chicago and Messrs. Merritt and White, who will
open a skating rink there, in a big
other cities.
expect to have the rink in
The lecture scheduled to be glren tent. They within
the next ten days.
by Adjutant Simpson at the Salvation operation
Army hall tonight has been postponed The Elks theater rink is still in full
and with the new one will furuntil September 6, owing to the in- blast,
ample opportunities for the deability of the major to reach here nish
votees of skating to satiate their apbefore that time.
pal ites for this form of sport.
7
ImAt o'clock this morning at the
A new face showed Itself at third
maculate Conception church, Rev. A. base yesterday afternoon
the
M. Mandalarl performed the marriage Browns went out to Tractionwhen
park to
ceremony of P. R. Ward and Miss practice. He's a dapper
little fellow
Julia Girard. Only a few of the most by the name of Fennel, not
the kind
intimate friends and close relatives that has bouquets on it, but Just
plain
of the bridal couple were present, the
who comes weailng
affair being a quiet one, owing to the pair of shoes that used to belong toa
recent death of the bride's mother, the Western association.
His conduct last evening was Just fair. Cor-ha- n
and Clancy are doing some fast
practice, and it would be fair to guess
that those doubles they pulled off last
Sunday were Just a Btarter ot what
they are going to do in the approaching games.
V.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
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WEST RAILROAD AVE.

SchooS Shoes S
We want your trade and offer you good reliable footwear. The kind that will stand the hard use that it
is sure to be put to. A good fit and neat looking
styles. Lowest prices consistent with these qualities.
Your money back if you are not satisfied.

Boys Shoes

Girls Shoes
Vici kid, box calf or pat-ekid uppers, light, medium or heavy soles.

Kangaroo calf, box calf
or colt skin uppers, strong

nt

soles, full length vamps.

5 TO 8 85c TO $1.50.
8V2 TO 11 $1.00 TO $1.85
11 'a TO 2 SI .25 TO $2.25
2Vi TO 6 $1.75 TO $2.50

V2

TO 12 $1.00 TO $1.75

13 TO 2 $1.15 VO $2.25

2yz TO

$1.40 TO $2.50

5'a

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
When purchased at F. F. Trotter'a
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This la because we always procure the beat manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
Noa. 118 and 120 8outh 8econd

street

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
REPAIR TOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSEST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARB
PLACED IN VHB VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WOivK FROM OUT
OF TOWN, WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAlf. TRY US.

The

Hickox-Maynar-

New Mexico's

Co.

d

Leading

Jewelers

80UTH 8EC0N.D

THE ARCH FRONT.

ALBUQUEROUE

GO.

HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

STREET.

.

.

HARDWARE.

HARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING
TINNING

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

mm

THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watchee. Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clock, 811yerware.
rur trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

-

It is poor business policy to sell
cheap, shoddy school shoes. We
therefore do not handle this kind, but
make it a point to sell only solid, reliable footwear. We stand back of
and guarantee every pair that goes
out of our store to give satisfaction.
Prices are the lowest consistent with
good quality. We shall be pleased to
have you call and examine our Btock.
C. May's Shoe Store, 3H West Railroad avenue.

u
We are displaying the SPECIAL DERBY and
rtDUKA, for Autumn. This is the
most nobby hat on the market. Price

TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION.

rOlt

STETSON DERBY
YOUNG'S DERBY

19
West Gold
1

4.00
3.00

E.L. WASHBURNC0.il

PARAGON TROUDTR8

SAUK
Furniture of 3 room
house.
Cheap, if bought at once.
Also, aouse for rtnt.
Hog North

Fifth street.

BLAME THE COAL MAN
HAVE TO SHIVER NEXT
STOCK
YOUR
WINTER.
COAL
NOW. W. H. HAHN & CO.,
DON'T
IF YOU

THURSDAY, AUGUST

HUNTERS CAN NOW 8ECURE
SHELLS AT THE MclN-TOSHARDWARE
COMPANY.
TWENTY-FIVTHOUSAND, ALL
SIZE SHOTS, JUST RECEIVED.
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry

30, 1906.

LOADED

30 Dozen

E

Boys9

Co.

CASH

School
Caps

For grain sacks, ail sizes. Our wagon will call for them. E. W. Fee, 602
South First street. Both phones.
,

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no ether.

KREAM

STOCK THAT COAL
NEXT WINTER.
SUMMER
PRICES FOR THE MONTH OF AUGUST ONLi. W. H. HAHN & CO.
DO IT NOW.

FOR

We do it right.
Imperial Laundry Co.

ROUGH

on sale this week

DRY.

50CthneSI.OO

ATTENTION OF DOVE HUNTERS
TO THE FACT THAT
THE MclNTOSH HARWARDE COMPANY HAS JUST RECEIVED 25,000
LOADED
SHELLS,
ALL
SIZE
SHOTS.
IS CALLED

--

Just shipped from
New York in time for
school opening.jMo
Every kind and style

o

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
I
have Just returned from my
vacation and will be In my office In
the Barnett Building. C. H. Conner,
M. D., D. O. Specialty Osteopathy.

LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
8ADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
The,. "Sadie" for mountain parties and
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John St

JUST RECEIVED
at the

Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor. Seventh and Tijoras
A' choice line of Imported Goods Direct from Italy,
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Remember, we handle the best
meats and a full line of choice

gro-ceri- es

R.R.

4. MATTEUCCI.

TICKETS
AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHAXGEO

Association Offleo
Transactions

II8W.R.

Fine Suits
Fine Shoes
Put your boy in a
pair of our wear de-

them wear worth
$3.00 but sell at

30 cts.

per pair

each

SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Furniture, Stoves, Dishes and Enamel ware
AT SPLCIAL PRICES

Speelman

Guaranteed

ROSENHEIM'S,

for School

fying Douglas School
Shoes, and watch

immaginable.

THE HIGHLAND LIVER
BAM BROOK BROB., Prop:

LOMMORI

Other things too
for the boys

Up-to-Da-

te

R.Ave. Next Door First
National Bank

&

Searing

Furniture Dealers
203 Wast Cold Avenua

gf vou are In need of anything In

Hardware, Ice Cream Freezers, High Grade
Enamelware, Pocket , Knives, Crockery, Tinware, etc., call on

r

& Ra& (UHSB EIB

IIS NORTH FIRST STREET
Automatic phone aae
Colorado phone 74
prices to be righttry some Diamond
!We guarantee quality andCutlerythey
give satisfaction

I

Edge Tools and

-

Whitney Company
Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools
i

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
113, 115, 1J7 South First Street

40 i, 403 North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

M

& COMPANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

codoccoooooo

?L

See Display

igLx

OurWindow

l,
iL

Jj

H
M

122
Second

WALKOVER SHOE 8

4
4
4--

f

DURING THE MORNING HOURS
A HALF RATE WILL BE GIVEN TO
LADIES ONLY AT THE BOWLING
ALLEYS, 118 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

APPLES WITH NO SEED! NO
N. W.
COREI TREES FOR SALE.
ALGER. 124 SOUTH WALTER ST.
ALBUQUERQUE.

4

215 West Railroao Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

M

NEW MEXICO
4

